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Edginton and GoarViI) looked at tha problem over the 1977-1981
period. There we...~ 205 children admitted to Baragwanath
Hospital with rheun.at ic fever or heart cli.sease equ:i.valent ,[:,0
an admission rate of 10/1000 in children under 10 years of
age. In the 5-9 year old group it was equivalent tt, 70/1000
admissions. Cardiac surgery was required in 44 children
(21%) I at a mean age of '7 yeaJ:'s. Of these, 73~ were from
outside soweco, reflecting the hi.gh rate of referrals from
other centres. The l\'\oJ,."taHty rata for the r"ltmmatic
admissions was 12%, 23 die.-1 from chronic di.aease and 2 from
acute severe carditis. Reg'llar attendance for proph~laxis
was 17% in the Soweto children when 11 figure of 70'b 'I) has
been quoted for optill'al prophylaxis. Twenty seven children
were readmitted to h(')spHal during the period s'i::ndied. '1'he
total costs to Saragv,tanath Haspi tal were estimated at 1,5
million rand. In contrast 1:h re were 34 rheumatrc f:E:wer
admissions to the Johanna ':>urg Hospital it1 the same period,
equivalent to a paadl,atric admission rate c.,f 1/1000. A
community based progranuue. tc encourage secondary prophylaxis
was started and after 7 montlls a 38% regular attendunce tate
for prophylaxis was achieved.
Du Plessis !to) (1973) roportod on 11S chUdren (6-16 years old)
who unde: >,tcmtmitra~, valve replacement with a Starr-Edwards
prosthes. Co: for a l~.itral, valve the. t was not repairable. Of
theso, 47 ,suffered from rheumatic heart disease. Twenty four
(50~l) were Slack, 6 Coloured and 4 Whito. 'l'here were 12
(25%) hospi.tal deat.ts and 5 late deaths. Two patients were
lost to follow-up. (.!ompl,icatiol'lS included (mdoca.r:r;i,i.tis (4),
thrornbo-ombolism (5), valve dysfuneuf.on (3) and 11aemolysis
(1). only 67% survi, ved surgery with an impl:'oved cenda tion
indicating the high morbidity and mortality i.n this group of
young, sick children.
V~n dez Horst!1H) in
rw;umatic heart
repbcements, he had
term cll'ltlcoagulation,
the same year reported on 51 young
disease patients who had valve
tOWel' complicati ems as he avoided long
but b.'i.smortality rat;'; was 14~.
Ransomcn and Roodo(i:?) in 1991 ...1984 studiod 46 acute rheumatic
fever patients arlmitted to Coronation Hospital, then a
predominatoly Coloured and 1ndi&11 hospital. Thirty Hve
developed rheumatic heart. di.sease of wham 26 had carditis in
the acute epi.sode. Three pat i.ent.s with recurrtJnt: disease
died and 3 had emerg(:mcy surgeJ::'y, one of whom subsequently
died. '.L'here were 12 reGL1rrent: cases, 6 of these wet'e
regularly getting 4 weekl,y bidlHl'l.. CQlnpl..Lance wi th
p:r:ophylnxis was onJ.y A.(~,:~'ptnblo in 22 casas ami of these 11
were irrogular att'.utlu'clrs. '1'11is study demonst rauas the
dHficultly with compl.i.ance wi th bid 11in prophylaxis and
He fallibilit;y when given fou,r weekly. Tho severity of tho
disoaso in South Aft'.i.ca lVas also domonet ratud ,
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1.4 REVIEW or PREVIOUS SOU'I'H AFRICAN RESEARCH
The last atudy to look at the prevaLence of rheumatic heart;
disease in South Africa was perfol:med in 1972 by Mc1ar~n et
al. (;:,1) 'l'b.ey found an overall pr'eval.enca of 6,9 per 1.000 among
Black school children, Nith a maximum of 20/1000 in 7th and
8th grade chjldren. A rise in prevalence occurred with
inc~reasing fam:U,y size (four or more siblings). They found
1),0 significant correlation Ln thE! prevalence with language,
the. home or school areas of thf' chd l dren, or the carriage
rate of s-haemo.lyt rc streptococt:;us. B-haemolytic
str.0[,tococcus was isolated from the throats of 52/1000
Soweto children. Of the rheumatic fever pat:l,ents 92% were
asymptomatic, wh:lle 5':; had s€Jvlare valve lesions. Ninety
thre€>. percent had mitral incompetitlnce, which was isolated in
47/.~.J%. 'rhGY concl.udad that; a. c.;mprehensj,ve preventative
carupaign directGid at primary and secondary pl:ophylax,is and
an improvemont in the sccae-econoare frtatu.: of the
conmun; ties at risk was "x:gcntly needed in South Afl'ica. Not
only did thoir study demonstrate a high preval.snce of
rheumatic heart disease in Soweto children but the rate was
one of the highest t'ates seen in comparable studies anywhel':(;
in the ~Jreced.ing 30 Years. (See Table 1.1. page 6) The
asymptomatic rate was higher than ..the 30-40% ,reported in
13altimot'e('~:'1)and by the WHOLn 1!173. (,'\I)
cnes or et: 1.11(1) dQscdbod 127 chi1drc.m admitted w:l,th acute
rheumatic fever to tho p/;'\odiatric.; wards at Baragwanath
HospitlJl from 1962 to 1964. This represented a ver:y high
hospital admi.ual.on rate of 10, G/1000 medical admissioml.
Thirteel'). coama four perCt~nt were under 5 years of age and
86,6'1i wera bGltwe~n 5 and 10 years old. Eighty SQV(m percent
(101) had carditis, caedrae failure was present: in 23% and
the mOl':taHty rate was 3,9'0 jrld:i.cllti.ng the frequency and
severity of cardiac :Ll"lVolvement at a youn~1 age j,n this
group.
'rWO hundred and eight:. ccnaecucf.ve paticnts were admit.ted to
Bar-agwanath Hospital i11 t:he same period for mi t:.ral val ve
surgery, 181 wj,th mitt'al stenosis and 2'7 with mitral
incompct:enco. (,:1, Of the 27 pationts with mitral Lncompet ence ,
13 (48%) were under 19 yeurs of age and 11 (40,7%) ware less
than 14 years old. Of the lBl patients with mitral stenosis,
39 (21,6%) wer.'(1 under 20 yem~s of age and 1.:3 (7,2't) wore
under. 15 years of ano, whlch cent raaned mnrl-:odly with the
ago incidence ~ape:r.ted in etheL studies 0f tho time.
If one studies the reported cases of acute rheumatic fever
in South Africa recently the pr:oblem appears less severe. (4,1-
4'1) (See Tabll::)1.2)
Table l.~ Reported cases of, and mortality froIn, acute
rheumatic fever in South Africa 1992-1996.
Year Dea.ths Cases
Jan-Dec 1992 0 32
Jan-Dcc 1993 3 34
Jan~Dec 1994 1 30
Jan-Doc 1995 0 20
Jan-Dec 1996 0 24
The reporting of medi.ca l oondf.t i.ons in South Africa is
fraught with limitations so these figures do not (,3'ive =n
accurate re:E1ection of: the disease. To apprecia.te the true
pictu.:a incidence and prevalence figures are required. I!~xact
population data are not aVe.t,.ilable for South Africa. '1'ho last
screening survey (of: few) was done In 19'72. (,',I) Thus i.t .i~l
difficult to express the south African problem in terms of
t:rU9 incidence or prevalence. (,),') (See also Section 1.1. 6.
page 5) Some att(')lllpt at dcUn1.ng the problem is :t:equired and
this study tdes to achieve a first step towards this aim.
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1.3.RmSEARCH PROBLEM:
South Africa has the unique situation ot tert.iary care
facilities juxtaposed against condit:io.ns that loster rampant:.
rheumatic fever and heart disease. (11<,'11.) The disease rematns
prevalent in all race-groups but is more common and severe
in the Black race·~groups('1,101'''11 that were historically
depri ved in the apal~theid era. {lin In 1972 the preva Lence :rate
of rheumatic fever in Soweto was 6,9/1000 in the 2-18 year
old age group. (,'1) In 197.3 it was listed among the first 10
causes of death in the 15-24 year age-group. (,'iI) It is
responsible 'Eor about 15'1, of the paediatric cardiac
population. These patients fire frequent visi tors co \:1'1e
outpatie.1t clinics and take up a disproporti01'H1.te amount: of
time. (4l) Tho ddsoase provaronce appcara anecdonarj.y to have
increased recently, possibly mirroring the United States
e~l{pcricmce. Patients presenting at the j,')acdiat:dc teaching
hospi tals of the Un:lVCt's1 ty of the Witwa.tcrsrand L'l.ppoar to
have more severe disease, often presenting in cardiae:
failure and requiring surgical intervention. (II, '1,0'<\) As
ccnsezvat ive surgery or homograft: rep 1acemcnt; is not;
advisable in the acute phase, machani.cal, valve rep1.accmcmt:
results which l':equires li felong arrt i.coaqul ant; therapy. 11) It
would seem that in South Afric~a rheumatic fever is ml.'rc a
rural than an urban disease, (11,.H) is eneountcrcd at a. younger
ag(~{;:4,1l)and f,t'oquont .r.olapfios occur.I.''',.j1) Raroly do Wff: sea
the first acute epi,soda at our hospitals, suggesting that
many first cpis(Jdes are mj.ssod and thus prophylaxis is not
started 'l:inv~ouslyt w.i'l::hs\wcra ccnsaquences , Ou\
In 1972 the urgent need for a comp.rel'l(~t'lsive proventat:J,ve
campaign directed at rheumatn c fever ),Jr(;)phyluxis and socf.o-
sconomi.c upli,ftmcmt, was racognisod. (',l) In 1983 .i.t was
suggcs'l:Eld that d national roght(~r of rheumatic fevor
pationt.') be inst.i tut od along with partiont idontity /,rocord
cards, (1,),,") to help atl evi ace the unnocesaary burden whi.ch
the disease places upon South Ai:ricD.. This remai.ns long
ovardue ,
Besides tho long-recognised social factors of tho disoase,
the sodal disruptions secondary to political and non-
poHtl,\,,;al unrest may also be rolatod to this apparent
mcrease j-l1 prevalence and severity of the disease.
St:reptococca1 aero thrrntt~, may net, have been treated and
pC!lni,('!i.lli.nprophylaxis d(1c1ineci ae cl inicB wor.e dosed and
patients wore afraid to venture cut.
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These limitations can be overcome by adopting an o:;ganised,
systematic approach, (l.l) ideally with a national plan for
action with spr."'"He obj act I vas, acti vi ties and ongoing
self-evaluat.ic,!/. '" A community based service can be
implemented tn.r;oli9h ex:l.sting primary health care facilities
wJthout major additional cost. ;",1 <) Communication between the
different level medical care givers, schools and
laboratories is vital. (",\1,1.,) Patients and their families
need to be adequately informe.! and educated. 1l;,'I,ln,;~4) This
should be . an ongoinlJ prccoas , ('') A central patient
r<:lgister(''''l,~,ll,l'l,;~,),!Il) should be kept so that non-compliant
patients can be, identified, followed up and efforts made to
motivate them to get regular prophylaxis. The additional use
of identiHcation cards recording inj act Lon dates and
therapy have bean shown to be beneficial. (",101,;',,) l' r an
example of a simple, inexpensive form of health education
desigllod tc promote secondary prophylaxis by three weekly
bOl1zathine penic:\,llin in:lections see Appendix B.
Methods to Hmi t the pain of the inj octions should }:>elooked
at. 'rho mixing of the ben.zat:hinc penicillin with lignocaine
or the appHc:ation of. a topical anaesthetic: cream prior to
the administration of the inj action a:r:e possibilities.
A fear of penicillin reactions may Emit its uaaqe . <.<) These
are rare, (",'II) especially in children, (.<) and when they occur,
following the use of bl.mzathine penicillin, they art::!usually
transient:. (,) The :cari ty of; cccurxences i8 due to the:
format~ion of hlocklng anHbodies that prevent: the
penicillin-der:Lvod antigen frmn combini.ng wHh a senst tieing
antibody. l,) Thus the concern Ls exaggerated.
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Routine examinations of higher primary school children by
trained auscultators, to detect the reservoir of children
with undi.agnosed rheumatic heart disease(f"u,::Cl), may be
worthwhile in areas of. high prevalence of rheumatic fever. (:Ii
This is important as mild mitral incompetence, the commonest
valve lesion found, can regress if recurrences of rheumatic
fever are prevented and infecti ve endocarditis does not
supervene. (,:4) Acti VEl case finding of this type is time
consuming .-;indexpensive and auscultators need to be trained.
:rt remad.ns, however, an important component of secondary
prevention. (9) In many countries nurses have proved to be
both reliable and efficient in the identification of
Children who require medical examination. In areas where
there is a high risk of rheumatic fever case finding surveys
are likely to be cost effective. This can be maximised by
integzating them into general purpose health surveys of
school chi1 dren , The information gathered in +-1;(:.\sesurveys
provides a useful basis for estimHting thE ze of the
problem in a community and for planning futUre _-<tensions of
the prevention proqramure , This by-product fUrther justifies
regular school screening surveys. (9) Functional school health
services are required(1,ii and these should be established
where they do not axist. ('n
In theory the prevention of recurrent attacks should be a
sj.mple matter, in pract Lce however, espec:Lal1y in countries
with limited resources, (1) several factors stand in t'I".El way.
!:f: advanced disease is already present at first medical
cont.act then secondary prophylaxis can do H tt Le to alter
the poor prognosis of these patients. (1) Delayt3 in getting
medical attention may be caused by a lack of accessible
medical care, ignorance, varying world views and ideas on
eli scase causation, poverty or fa.ilure to :r:ecognise a Urst
acute episocle(·,I') if it preserrcs wi.th carditis alone or is
atypical.
Poor complianm~ plagues most secondary prophylaxis
programmes. ('I, H, .<11) ractcrs contributi.ng to this are the
distances the pai~ients have to travel to get their
injections, (.,,'1) travel expenses, (I,,") a fear of the
in:lect:ions, (to) paj,nful injG(~tions, poor communication,
cul tural contradictions I (to) Lack of mot.Ivation (h) and a poor
undexat.andanq of the illness. OJ) Inadequate managerial and
infrastructural auppczt., I") scarcity of trained personnel, ('.1)
the eost("l;) and availabiHty of: medacat i.on, ('1,1<) equipment
and supp l Les ('Ii are also limiting.
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SOIa throats need attentic ".,I'l, 1<1, lfl,24) tY.'eatment of all sore
throats with penicillin in high prevalence areas,1l4Iprovie;lon
of accessible health centres and walk-in clinics, (3,..'4) throat
culture services,I3,91 subsidies on prophylactic medication, (:J)
diagnosti.c screening!:!' ,I) and school heal th progra:rrun.es{:l, 9, 13, 141
possibly with prcphylactic peni.cillin given to whole schools
at a time, (11,12) especially during periods of peak
streptococcal infection, or even the giving of penicillin to
traditional healers for distribution.
For the children who suffer. severe, irreversible heart
damage as a result of their first attack, secondary
prophylaxis is no consolation. (3,1~11Despite the above
mentioned limitations, community health efforts at primary
prevention have been shown to be cost effective and should
be encounaqed , (Hl,37) In Costa Rica em the treatment of all
suspected ~rBptococcal sore throats with benzathine
penicillin, with the elimination of throat cultures, was
shown to reduce the incj,dence of rheumatic fever from
120/100 000 in 1950 to 90/100 000 in the 1970's. The use of
benzathine penicillin injections was considerably cheaper
than a 10 day course of oral perlicilli.n and with its use
compl.Lance was no longer a problem. Another example is a
study done in Baltimore(ll) where with comprehens.lve care,
including' anti-streptococcal therapy of sore throats, a 60%
reduction in the incidence of zheumat i.c fever was obtained.
As many developing countries are unlikely to achieve a state
of high economi,cdevelopment In the foreseeable future, (1:>') it
is unrealistic to expect them to start population-wide
campaigns. They should rather start limited programmes aimed
at defined risk groups, e. g. school children, in high-risk
areas, use established health facilities and expand. iI'om
there. (1~)
1.2.2.smCONDARy. PREVENTION:
'A co-operative study co-ordinated by che WHO has shown that
systematic prevention of rheumatic fever recurrences
benefits the patient and. also has economic advant aqas , (",?l) It
is an attainable goal, as the target group is li.mited('\) to
those who have a history of acute rheumaHc fever or
established rheumatic heart disease, and effective drugs are
availi.ible. (,l) It should be the fi:>:'st priority of
prevention. ('J,12,l'1) The success of secondary prophylaxis is
maxuni.sed by the fact that recurrences cause
disproportionately high mortality and motbidity. (;,Ell r.t takes
the fo:r:miciedlly of three weekly inj actions of long act.ing
benaat hIna penic.illin, j • 'I to maintain adequate penicillin
hl.ood levels, (4,1;:,.,",'1\1) until early adulthood.
9A secondary prophylaxis study done in Barbados in 1974 (6i was
achieved at a cost of US $325 per month when the estimated
cost of maintaining paediatric beds for rheumatic fever was
estimated at us $1 260 per month. This calculation did not
consider the clinical deterioration that accompanies each
zecurz'ence of rheumatic fever. In 1989 ('.1) the WHOcalculated
that, assuming the cost of one bicillin inj~ction was $1,25
per day and the average cost of hospitalisation in a
developing country was $25 per day, then $4 spent on
prophylaxis would have averted the expenditure of $25 in
hospital. This does not take into account the costs related
to surgical treatment, nor does it express the benefits such
as reduced di,sab:i.lity and increased years of healthy
productive life. (Il) The costs of rheumatic fever prevention
are thus minimal compared to the costs of managing
established rheumatic heart d.i.sease. (;:")
1.2.1.PRIMARY PREVENTION;
The idea of primary prophyl.axi.s was proposed in 1937(1) and
would be the ideal method for coping with rheumatic fever in
a community(fi,lr.)as it has been established that the treatment
of streptococcal pharyngitis with penicillin(l,:;) for ten days
prevents 90% of attacks of rheumatLc fever. (l)l The
str:eptococcal. pharyngitis does, however, have to be
identified. (.l, 1:;) Primary preverrt ion is limited by the huge
size of the population at risk, (,l,l~l) problems of medical care
access (3) and the difficulty in the diagnosis of streptococcal
sore throats. (.1,11,3'1) A throat swab cu1tu:r.e has been the gold
standard for this for many years(1,;"l'II1Cl,~,1)but the delay in
obtaining results has been problematic. (11) Also facilities
are required for the incubation of the throat swabs in
outpatient departments. Rapid tEll'lts for the detection of
group A streptococci from the throat swab using latex
agglutinat.i.on and enayme immunoassay are available. ('1,H,l'1)
They are expensive and have Ci specificJ.ty of 95~,n'1) or more,
but their sensitivities vary from 60-96%,(H,1'1) so cases can
be missed. Another problem is 'that a third of rheumat Lc
f.ever cases occur in the absence of a f,l:eceding sore throat
and a third following mild infections. (,' )
The possibility of the development of a multivalent vaccine
against the most virulent and rheum~tog:""nic subtypes of
strep. pyoqenes has been :invest:l.gated for a long time.
(~,t1,l'l,l'J) :tt: Ls a valid pubJ..ic health alternal::.i.ve(l'I,;~4)but is
fraught '"ith technical di.ff:! cui ties . ('1,lll) Ther:e have been
concerns that the Vaccine may in facl:: sensitise the patient
to, (l'l,lB) rath.er than prevent, rheumat i.o fever. However with
the improved undert3tanding of the structure, function and
immunology of the M-proteins there is reason for optimism. (1 )
Other considerat:l.ons include; socio-economic uplif.tment, (;;4)
educat i.on of the general public and medical personnel that
81.2.PRI~~Y HEALTH CARE SIGNIFICANCE:
In developing countries rheumatic fever and heart disease,
often with devastating long term sequelae, continue to be a
major public health problem. (1,.1/U,1l1';~;)Thedisease .is the
commonest; fOJ::'mof acqui red heart disease in children and
young adul ts (~I;) and is the most common cause of
cardir...'Tascu.lar deaths in the first 5 decades of life. (;~,;)It:
affects preferentially population groups who cannot easily
afford .hei r own medical care, m has long ...lasting limiting
affects on life style and employability of patients(:l,,,,H)
resulting in reduced productivity and economi,c output. ('1,14)
Importantly, many first attacks and most recucrences can be
prevented. (",<:b)
Costs of treatment and morbidi ty and morta1i ty ar(;:;l
considerable. Patients become financial and social burdens
to their families, their conunun.ities, the state and its
taxpaysxs , (14) T:r:eCltment does not generally cure damaged
val.ves, it as only symptomatic and supportive. ('.1)Repeated
hospitalisation causes a considerable drs.In on human and
material :r.:esources. I'l) Secondary prophylaxis is required in
the long term. Balloon val.vcccmy, valve repai.r and
replaCement requires expert teams in tertiary care
centres. (;;,4,;1:!) Few developing countries can prov.ide these
facilities or guarantee the long term anticoagulant therapy,
eurvai.Ll ance!" and ongoing prophyla~is(1!l1 required after
sllt'gery. The costs of anticoagul ation and thrombo-embolic
complications are thus subst~mtial in l:'ural and
unsophisticated patients. (~1,1'H2,.U,341
The total cost of 8227 valve replacements at major centres
in South Africa from 1982-1987 was R 205 675 '000. (l~/!t;) 1:1..
mitral valve replacement was estimated to cost R25 000 in
1987. (;hq An opexat ive mitr'al valvotomy was estimated to cost
R5 500(.{!;1and a mitral balloon vatvotony was estimated to
cost R10 500, (.l!,) (assuming 4 days hospitalisation), in a
teaching hospital in 1993. The average cost for mitral valve
surgery, with a 7...10 day hospital stay, 111 a private
hospital is R40 000-4 rJ 000. A St Jude valve costs between
RU 500 and R12 000. The fees for the individual members of
the specialist team have to be added to this as well as
blood transfusion expenses, approximately a further R25 000,
This gives a total cost in the region of R80 000. (!,riVi1(ll
"(lflUl11Jllj",)tJnl1 wl th NCl'llJll')",\,jo <:11(1\"') The cost in terms of human suffering
and misery is incalculable. (101) In cont.rasu, J.O years of three
weekly bicillin injections, (assuming the pati.ent fGll ill
at 10 years of age), would cost R13, 36«") x 52/3 x 10 ""
R2 31('5 (This excl.udes sydnge, needle, swab and travel
expenses and inflation.)
71 .1.7 SEVERITY:
"Not only has rheumatic fever become less commonin Westerr:
countries but the disease has become milder" . (3) 'l'he
'ortaiity rate in developing countries is much higher' and
ceach occurs at a younger age. (1, l, 1?, 1") In the West rheumatic
fever mortality rates are between 0,6 alld 1,6%.(1) In
recurrent attacks this Lncxeases to 2,3 - 3%.(1) Mortality
rates of 14% in Pakistan, (,l) 23% iu MiSsissl.ppi (1971), (.\1) 18%
in Iran (1969) (I;:) and 3,9% in South Africa (1964) (21) have
been reportp.d during acute attacks. Factors that contribute
to this includG; the early age of onset with more time for
mitral stenosis to develop, (;;) poor general health and
nutri tion, Ll) delay in getting medical care (.l) and recurrent
acute episodes. (:;,1~1)
1.l.a.PROGNOSIS:
The course of rheumatic fever cannot be predic1-ed at the
onset but the disease usually abates wtthin 6 weeks in 75%,
by 12 weeks in 90% and in more than 6 months in less than 5%
of cases. (2) The long term prognosis of rheumat rc fever is
correlated most closely w1th the severity of carditis
during the acute attack. (:-;i~lll~) Ninety five percent of
rheumatic fever patients with no cand.itLs, who take
prophylaxis and have no relapses, will not have rheumat.Lc
heart disease :l.0 years later. (?, bl Of those with mild acute
carditis (mild mitral incompetence) with no congestive
cardiac failure or pericarditis, 30% have murmurs 10 years
later. Forty percent of those with diastolic murmurs in the
..tcute episode and 70% of patients who have cardt ac failure
or peticarditis in acute attack will have residual heart
disease. This Ls worse Ln those who have repeated attacks.
Those who present with pure chorea have a high incidence of
late cardiac disease, usually mitral stenosis. (:>.:)
6Table 1.1. The p:r'evalence of rheumatic heart disease
in dif~er=ntcountries.
l?lace of Survey Year Age Range
(year$)
Rocky Mountain 1956-61 Predominantly 18
San Luis Valley 1960 6-18
Denver 1963 5-18
Japan 1966 Schoolchildren
1971
Tokyo 1966 Schoolchildren
India 1966-70 0-20
1978 Schoolchildren
Oregon 1966 College students
Egypt 1967 6-12
6-121972
Teheran 1969-70 4-15
Barbados 197(1 5-11
1970 6-14Morocco
Sow-eto 1972 2-18 and 6-18
Bolivia 1973 Schoolchildren
1975-65 schoolchildrenJamaica
*Based on 500 children examined at one school
Prevalence
/1000
5,3
3,7
1,7
3,8
0,1
0,3
1,4
6-11
2,1
1,3
10
22,0*
1,0
9,5
6,9 & 7,1
17
1,1
1'),?4,2~)
5Over the past 20 years there have been unexpected and
dramatic changes in the epidemiology of rheumatic fever in
developed countries. Mini-epidemics were reported in the
United states from 1984 to 1988. (9,17,29) The disease was noted
in children of white middle class families, many living in
suburban (9) or rural neighbourhoods wi th ready access to
medical care. (17) Thirty to 75% had carditis. (1"1) The causative
strains have been highly mucoid and rich in M-protein (more
virulent), and more of the M3 and M18 subtypes have been
isolated. (5,1"1)
It is generally believed that rheumatic heart disease is
widely prevalent in developing countries (2) but reliable
statistics are difficult to obtain. (12,13)As population size
is often unknown in developing countries, one has to rely on
a combination of clinical experience, epidemiological
surveys, (13,1'7,24) statistics of hosp ital, admissions «J, 13,1'i,24) and
the registration of deaths(12,13,l"I,24)to estimate prevalence in
these areas. Considering theE',e limitations a reasonable
estimate is 10/1000 in the 1:,··1 h year age group. (9,11) Heart
screening surveys in count , . _, Like India, Algeria, south
Africa and Pakistan have put the prevalence at 2-20/1000
school children, (3,4) (see Table 1.1. page 6)and as high as
33/1000 in urban slums in developing countries. (lJ) In
contrast the prevalence of rheumatic fever in affluent
courrtxLes is between 0,1 and 0,5/1000. (4,3,~1,;;O)
With 15-20 million new cases in the world annually,12B) the
incidence rate for rheumatic fever can be estimated at about
100/100 000 in developing countries. (9) In sr i Lanka in 1978
the incidence was 47/100 000 and 140/100 000 in 15-19 year
o l.ds . (3,29)
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2.5 DATA ANALYSIS:
The prevalence of congenital heart disease is relatively
conatant'!". The measured ratio of rheumatic fever! heart
di.aease to congenital heart dd saase patients, seen from a
given area was compared to the expected ratio of rheumatic
fever! heart disease to congenital heart disease patients.
In this way areas from which relatively more, or relatively
less rheumatic fever/ h~art disease sufferers were seen than
expected were identified. Thus a proportional analysis,
using the number of congenital heart disease patiLentis seen
from all area as a control, was used to ove:r:comethe need for
accurate population data. The areas from which relatively
more rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients were seen, thus
possihly have a higher relative prevalence of the disease
and were h.l,ghlighted as priority areas.
The expected ratio used was derived from the ratio of
rheumati.c fever! heart disease to congenit.11 heart ddsease
patients in the whol(~ sample. ie 312:1747'" 0,179. (Sse
Results section 3.1. pages 35 to 39), The result was tested
for a significant difference from the expect ed ratio using
the Chi-Square Test for Goodness of Fit on Bpi Info 6, a
computer programme that; perforl'\S statistical analysis. A J?
value <0.05 was taken as significant, L e. that there is
only a 5'l, chance that the observed r.ati.o is more than, or
less than +he expected ratio by chance alone. (~,O)
The Chi-Square Test for: GONmess of Fit is appropriate here
as it is designed to compare the sample obt afned with what
one would expect from the hypothesized distribution to see
if this fits th~ data in the sample. (,,1> That 'ls, when we
"expect." different proportions in different cat;e "aries. O,lll
We have:~
F(x) ::: true but unknown distribut:ion of x
E'*(x)= ("'ornplctelyspecified distribution function - the
hypothesized distr.ibution funetion
Suppose we have c categories, j=l,2 ••••c, with a probability
pj of the n cases falling into p.ach categor.y, then:-
for.Ho; ~'(x) '" F* (x) for all x (As there is no difference
between the categories, tho propo.rtiollin eaeh ot tho
categor.ies should be equal.)
for HAl F(x) not Q F*(xl for at least ono x
Test Statistic:
2
2
X
(OJ-Ej) OJ t:.'l observed propot.tj.ons
l'~j '" expected proportions
(1Il',l,l)Ej
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Tabla 2.1. The area codes used it) the study oontinued.
CODE
NW1400
NtU401
NW1402
NW140'3
NW1404
NW1405
NW1406
NW1407
NW1408
NW1409
NI?14.00
NJ?1401
Nl?l40~
NI?1404
NJ?1405
Nl?1406
NJ?1407
NI?140e
NPl409
HP1410
NP1411
NI?141.2
ADDRESS
North-West I?rovinco, excluding tho araBS listed below
zeerust
Rustenburg
Potchef~troom, Ikageng
KlerkO'dorp, Joube.rton, Htlrtebcesfontcill, Tsepollg Hospital
Brits
Ga-RunkuWB, Mabopuno
Mnfikonq, vryburg
vCl,tersclorp
Northern province, excluding the areas listed below
Pietf.lrsburg
Gnzankulu, Giynn;!.
Tzonoon
Louis '.rrichardt
Venda, 'l'hohoynndou
l'otgietorsr;uo
l?haloborwa
Hoodllpruit, 'l'intswule Hospil::al, Aeornhof
'l'hnbazimbj,
Lobewa
Latuou
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Table 2.1. The area codes used in the study continued.
CODEl
Gl001
Gl002
(31003
G1004
G100S
G1006
G100?
G100e
G1009
G10J,O
G1()J.l
(31012
<;1013
G0904
G0905
Gl100
Gl101
(01102
(:;1103
01104
Gl105
GllO'1
ADP~SS
Bodfordv:!.ew
Gm:miston
Albo~ton und Suburbs
Thoko7.a, Eden E'ur.k, llalm Springs, l?holo Park
Kutlehong, Hatulspruit Hospital
Voslooruo
Boksburg
Benoni, Ael;:onv:J.llo,Wuttv:J.llo
13rakpun
Springs, Far lilastRand Honpitul (£'hoJ,080ng)
Dnvoytr.m
'l'sukune
Duduza
Western Guut(lng excluding nrl'l<',,,JUotcd b3.10w
RUlidfontoin, Moh1(1kon9
Krugersclorp, P~ndokrnnl Hoop:J.tal
Raociopcort, Witpoottjie, Woltervrodon Dark
Kogioo, tarutang Hoopitnl
Woo 1;:0nnt':l.1l
Cu.dtol1v111o, l{hut.L1onq
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Table 2.1. The area codes used in the study continued.
CODm ADDRESS
G1203 Sanciton
01204 Midx:and
G1205 Tembisa
G1206 l<etnpton1?ax:k
G1208 IVox:y Park
G1209 Mac,:raliesburg
G1600 l?retoria Central
G1601 Har'U1lunsk,raal
G160? Centurion
G1603 Mamelod~.
G1604 Attridgcville
G1605 Laudium
G0901 Gauteng south of Klipriviersbcrg
G0902 Orange Fux:m
G0903 EVUtOll
G0906 Nigel
G0907 Heidolbux:g
GOSlOe Vo.reeniging
G0909 VU1'ldeJ:bij1 Pa.rk
G0910 Sobokong
(10911 runncrclalo
G0912 Walko.r:vUle - G.ruomero - Lawley
G0915 IUipri vor, l\undvunl, Moyo.r:ton
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Table 2.1. The ar~a codes used in the study.
CODE
G0100
G0200
130300
G0500
G0600
G0700
G0800
GOSlOO
G1300
G1301
01302
G1303
<31304
G130S
G1307
G1308
G1309
G1310
G0400
01201
G:1.202
ADPRESS
Johannesburg West, Coronation ~ FloriQa ~ Northcliff, - Newclare
Riverlea
Noordgesig
Eldorado Park, Nuocofiold, Naturina
Lenusia
Johannesburg Contre and North, M2 - Groenside - Hi.ghlands North
AJ.oX:andra 'l'owrwhip
Johannesburg South, N2 - Tu.rfontcin "'Klipriviersborg
Soweto und suburbs not listed below
Dobsonville
Zola
Moadowlands
Mofolc
Chiawolo
DhluIllini
Diepkloof
Or.lando and or:lulldoWest
Nuledi
Jabulani.
I<:Hpt'own and I\lipspr.uit
Honeydew, NOl::thRiding, Muldersdrift
RBndburg, Jukskei Vark
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NORTH
GAUTENG
WEST
JOHANNESBURG
(G0100)
NOR,!.' &
CENTJ.U.\.'L
JOl-mNNICSBURG
(G0700)
M2
SOU'l'H
JOl11-\NNESaURG
(G0900)
SOUTH
GAUTENG
Figure 2.2 Map showing the divisions of Gauteng dentrG
used in the st.udy.
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NORTHERN PROVINCE
NORTH-WEST
PROVINCE
GAU'I'ENG
NORTH
MPDMALANGA
FREE
STA'l'E
Figura 2.1. Mapshowing the d.i.visiorls of Gauteng used in
the study.
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2.3 AREA DIVISIONS:
South Africa was initially divided into sections according
to the nine provinces. As most of the patients seen at the
University of the Witwatersrand teaching hospitals were
expected to originate from Gauteng, Gauteng was further
dividad into Soweto, central, western, southern, eastern
and northern sections as shown in Figure 2.1. (Page 22)
Gauteng centre was subdivided as shown in Figure 2.2.
(Page 23) Further subdivisions were acccrdd.ncto the area
codes in the following Table 2.1. (Pages 24-27)
2.4 ETHICAL CLEARANCE:
This was obtained trom the University of the Witwatersrand
Ethics Committee. The certificate is attached as Appendix
C.
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2. MATERIALS AND ME THODS :
A retrospective analysis of patients seen or admitted wi.th
rheumatic fever or heart disease in 1993, 1994 and 1995 was
undertaken using the paediatric computer databases in the
J.G. Strijdom/ Coronation, Baragwanath and Johannesburg
Hospitals. '1'heCoronation Hospital database was under the
control of the author, the Johannesburg Hospital database
was kept by Mrs. V. Hunter and Dr. J. Du Plessis updated the
Baragwanath Hospital database. A concerted effort was made
to keep these databases accurate and as complete as
possible. Some of the figures published in reference 42 of
this thesis were d~rived from these databases and they are
regarded as reliable.
2.1 INCLUSION CRITERIA:
All ),)atientswith rheumatic fever or heart di.sease (study
cases) and all patients with congenital heart disease
(control cases) seen at the paediatric cardiac clinics or
admitted to the paediatdc wards of the above mentioned
hospitals from the beginning of January 1993 until the end
of December 1995, who had a documented address or area of
orl.g~n, were included. The need to perform surgery or
balloon valvotomy in the rheumatic fever/ heart disease
patients was used as a marker of.disease severity. As it is
difficult to get accurate addresses, an effort was made to
enquire from the patients themselves where they became ill.
2.2 SEI~CTION OF CONTROLS:
As already mentioned, the determination of incidence and
prevalence rates is very difficult dU(:lto the unrcHability
of our population census figures. However "the prevalence
of conqendtal heart disease has been remarkably constant
throughout the world and over the years.If 01 Assuming tho
prevalence of congenital heart disease is constant, thon
the comparison of i.:heratio of the number of patients se~n
with rheumatic fever/ heart to those with congenital heart:
disease, from various areas, would show the variability in
the number of rheumatic fever/ heart disease pat:Lents seen
from the different areas. Thus a proportional analysis
using the patients with congenital heart disease as a
control was used to overcome the need for accurate
population data. An idea of the relative praval.enceof
rheumatic fever/ heart di~ease in the various areas in was
thus obtained. (Sec sectiun 2.5 Data Analysis page 28)
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1 .5 AIMS OF THE INVESTIGA!r:tON
Eheumatic fever remai'1s a formidable problem in South
Africa. (7.") 'rhere are however I no true incidence and
prevalence figures as accurate population data are not
available. (42) This study was undertaken to get a better idea
of the problem in South Africa, hoping to identify areas of
high prevalence and! or severity of rheumatic fever and
heart disease in the districts that refer to the three
paediatric teaching hospitals of the University of the
Witwatersrand. Although it is recognised that a hospital
based consecutive sample cannot provide exact prevalence
data, it can still show the magnitude of the problem in the
referral communi ties. (18)
A proportional analysis using the number of patients seen
with congenital heart disease as a cont.rol, was devised to
overcome the need for accurate population data. (See
Materials and Methods section 2.5. page 28) In this way
information waS gathered regarding the relative ratio of
rheumatic fever! heart disease to congenital heart d:Lsease
cases seen from various areas, and r.egarding the relative
severity of the rheumatic heart disease in those areas.
Priority areas were then identified. These areas can be
further investigated for possible causative factors, e.g
break down of existing primary health care, inadequate
primary health care, socao-economi c factors such as
unemployment and crowding, or some combination of these.
Once problems have been identified action can be initiated
to control them. Preventative programmes limited to the::le
defined areas can later be expanded in realistic stages to
contiguous areas and gradually reach nation-wide
proportions. IU/l·l) Consi.dering the financi.al constraints in
South Africa presently this is a feasible approach to adopt.
1. 6 HYPO'l'HESElS:
Ho(l): There is no difference in the ratio of rheumatic
fever! heart disease to congenital heart disease
cases seen from different geographic areas.
HA(l): 'I'hereis a difference in the ratio of rheumatic
fever! heart disease to congenital heart disease
cases seen from different geographic areas.
Ho(2): There is no difference in the rat~o of severe to
non-severe rheumatic fever! heart disease patients
seen from d.i.ffer\111tgeographic areas.
HZ\. (2): There is a differ~nce in the ratio of severe to
non-severe r.heumatic fever! heart di.sease patients
seen il:omdifferent geographic areas.
'.
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rheumatic heart disease at Ga-Rankuwa Hospital. Forty
percent of these were lost to follow up. Of the 33 patients
from the then northern and north-eastern Transvaal, 20 could
not be accounted for. Reasons for this included the
following; poor patient and parental comprehension of the
proJ.onged and regular follow up required afte:r' surgery,
peripheraJ. hospitals faiJ.ed to identify patients as cardiac
patients receiving anticoagulation therapy, anticoagulant
therapy was not controlled, means of tracing defaulting
patients were not investigated, facilities for laboratory
investigations were available but not used and the financial
and social burden to patients was too high. This study gives
some insight into the question of what hap} sns , in
developing countries, to patients with rheumabc heart
disease after they have had mitral valve surgery. It appears
that we may well be "attempting to mop up the water while
leaving the faucet open. ,,(18)
Daniels et al in 1994, (39) looked at whether bicillin, 1,2
million units every 4 weeks was appropriate for rheumatic
fever prophylaxis in South Africa as a recurrence rate of 3-
8% had been reported in other studies, in patients on this
regime. Of 51 patients studied, 45 had low serum lJ.:micillin
levels «0,02ugms!ml) at the end of 4 weeks. Of these, 15
had no penicillin detected in thp.ir urJ,lle suggesting that
they were at high risk for recurrences of rheumatic fever.
Of 29 patients given 1,8 million units of penicillin, 14 had
sub-therapeutic levels at the end of 4 weeks. They all had
penicillin dete~ted in their urine suggesting the presence
of tissue-bound penicillin that might be important in
preventing rheumatic fever. As the administration of the
higher dosage would necessitate a double injection and thus
affect compliance adversely, :hey recommended that rheumatic
fever patients receive benzathine penicillin 1,2 million
units 3 weekly, as recormnended by the WHO,until strategies
for secondary prophylaxis have been evaluated further.
A study done at Ga-Rankuwa Hospital (4H) (1995), looked at
rhewuatic mitral incompetence and its complications in 101
patient.s. They found that rheumat+: mitral incompetence as a
pure fUllctional disorder '·me 'e (7r~) and occurred
predominantly in your ; womc.n, .ral incompetence was
frequently complicated by left a...rl al dilatation and left
ventricular dilation. Atrial fib:':~ llation occurred in 16%.
The pathogenesis of atrial fibrillcltion was obscure except
for an association WJ.th increasing age. Pulmonary
hypertension occurred in 81% regardless of atrial size and
left ventricUlar end-diastolic diameter and function.
Pulmonary hypertension and atrial fibrillation were found to
be strong predictors of functional disability. Systemic
emboHsation was not observed and in:Eective endocarditis and
acute exacerbation of rh~umatic fever occurred in 5% and 4%
of patients respectively.
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Skoularigis et alP) studied 254/308 patients (mean age 18+/-
9 years) who underwent primary mitral valve repair for
rheumatic mitral incompetence from 1981 to 1989. Mitral
valve repair is said to be associated with bette:r: long-term
survival, better left ventricular performance and lower
thrornbo-embolic and anticoagulant related haemorrhagic
complications than valve replacement. However, they showed
that repair in this young population is associated with a
high long-term morbidity and that the presence of active
carditis has a significant adverse effect on the success .'
mitral valve repair. The authors suggested that Lmprov -d
preoperati ve selection of patients excluding those W.L. )
rheumatic activity, atrial fibrillation or associated mitral
stenosis may improve the long-term results of mitral valve
repair.
Marcus et a1141) reported on 712/737 consecutive Black
rheumatic fever/heart disease patients 4-73 years old
(median 25 years), seen at Baragwanath Hospital from 1983 to
1986 who underwent cardiac surgery. Pure mitral
regurgitation was found in 219, 275 had pure mitral stenosis
and 220 had mixed lesions. Of those with pure incomp~tence,
105 were still active as opposed to only 5 with pure
stenosis. Pure mitral regurgitation was most common in the
first and second decades (mean age 19+/-11 years), with the
relative prevalence of mitral stenosis increasing with age.
Of the patients with mitral incompetence, 46 were less than
10 years old and 20% of those with mitral stenosis were
under 20 years of age. '1'his demonstrated that , in contrast
to the United states, pure mitral incompetence is as
frequent as pure mitral stenosis but has a different time
course, surgical anatomy and relation to ongoing disease
activity. The large number of patients that required surgery
attests to the virulent nature of rheumatic fever in many
Black south African children and adolescents. (10)
Prinsloo(~)in 1993 reported that of 222 cardiac patients seen
at Kalafong Hospital in the two year period (May 1990 to
April 1992), 46 (20,7%) had rheumatir. ~eart disease. Acute
first episode rheumatic fever cccure in 11 while 35 had
chronic valvular lesions. Two patients underwent emergency
valve replacement. The spectrmu of cardiac disease in this
hospital is assumed to be broadly representative of the
Northern Province. Congenital heart disease was present in
150 (6716%). Residential information was available ir. 208
patients. About 2/3 of all patients and 2/3 of rheumatic
heart disease patients came from outside the Pretoria area,
mostly from the rural areas.
Factors influencing patient compliance with postoperative
anticoagula~t therapy in paediatric patients was studied by
Van Dyk and Tranfic(ll) from March 1988 to December 1992. In
that time 50 patients Iecei ved valve replacements for
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Looking at Gauteng north, most (4 or 30.8%) of the 13
rhaumat Lc fever! heart disease patients sr~on from this
subddvd sl.on, orlgitlated from Honeydew, ~:in'l;ll Riding and
Muldersdr:Ht. 'three (23'1,) came from Ral!~" ·tT and Jukskei
Park. TembJ.sa and Hammanskraal each cont.r.; ·,.ted .2 (15.4'1;)
rheumat io fever! heart disease suffen2rs. Kempton Park and
Randburg and JUkskei Park were each the source of 20 of the
11.7, (17. H) I congenital heart disease patients seen from
Gauteng north. Honeydow, North Riding and Muldersdrift
contributed 1.9 (16.2%) and Sandton 18 (15.4r;,) of the
congenital heart disease patients seen from this
subdivision. Of the 25 pat:ients that presented from the
Fretoria area, 23 (92%' ware patients with congenital heart
disease. (See Table 6.1.:3. page 71)
The ,,:ho10 of Gauteng north presented with an as expec.:ted
ratio of rheumatic fever! heart disease to conqeni.t al, heart
df.sease patients seen. Within north Gauteng, the area from
Sandton up to the northern Gal1t~ng border, showed a
significantly lower than expected ratio. The other areas had
as expected ratios. (Sa~ Table 3.1.1. page 35 and 36)
Of the 37 rheumatic fever! heart dd saase patients soon from
Gauteng south, 10 originated from IGvaton (27%). Ninc~ (24.3%)
were from Sebokeng I 5 (1:3, 5%) from Vanderbij 1 Park and 4
each (10, R%) from Orange Fax:m and Vereeniging. Most of the
153 conqem tal heart disease patients seen f);()m Gaut(mg
south wer:1 f:r:om Sebokeng (42 or 27.5%). Vereen,iging was the
area of origin of 30 (19.6t) of tho congenital heart dis~asa
pat i snus , While 19 (12.4~» came from Evaton. (see Table
6. i ,4. page 71)
Gauteng south gave an as expected ra'tio of rheumatic fever/
heart disease to congenital heart disease patients seen. A
signif4.cantly h • .;:Jher than expected ratio was cbt.adried in
Evaton, and in th0 combined analysis of Evaton and
Heidelbur'j, Evaton and Walkerv:Llle and O:t:'C'mge Farm and
Evaton. The rest of t:h~) subdivisions showed em as expected
ratio. This .::ug~Jests that rheumatLc fever is a problem in
Evo.ton and pos~ibly also Heidelburg, WalkeIville and Orange
E'arm. (See TablE) 3.1.3. page 3S and 3'7)
Roodepoort contributed 6 (:31.6'/,), Rundfont:ein 5 (26.3%) Cl"',
Krugersdorp 4 (21.l'I.) of the 19 rheumatic fever! heart
disease patients seen from Gauteng WE::lst. The 12.0 conqend.t a.;
heart disease patients S(;1C.m from this area were ULostly frl)m
I{rugersdorp (26), I<agifJo (25) and Randfontein (21.). (Se.f::1
Tabl.e 6.1. • (5. paga 72) Although the numbers in the
subdivisions of Gautong W(~st wer.~~ ~,ma1.l their individual
analys(1s and their combin(Jd analyses showed an as expecued
ratio of rheumat ic f'avex;/ heart dtseaso to conecni tal heart;
dhJase cases seen i.n all calculations. (.See Table 3.1.3.
1lages 35 and :-)7)
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Table 3.1.3. Rheumatic fever/heart disease patients and
Controls seen from January 1993 to Dacembet· 1995 with
areas of origin, ratios, Chi-Square analysis and p values
continued. (~D/CHD TOTAL = 312/1747 = 0.179)
OR.:rGXN run:> OIlD lUn:>/OIlD Chi2 P .....aJ:Ue coMMENT
AlUllAS IN NORTH-WEST:
NOR.TH..\IlEST t;:1Sl?lJlCIll'IED 4 34 O. U8 0.63 0.426373
RUS '.l'lillmURG !i Q O.O:3~ 7,86 0.00566 jl, :> RHO
KLlillUWDO);U? 7 34 0.206 0•.1.2 0.731670
NTCHlllll'STltOOM :3 ),8 0.).67 O.OJ. 0.9117·13 j~
GA-MNlWWA 2 S C..iI 0.98 0.322120 II
MJUi'IKENG 1 9 0.111 0.21 0.649501 #
Z!ilERUST a 12 2.111 0.143212 Ii
RUS'.t'ENIlURG ,GA- Ri\.NKT.7W1I. 7 1.1 0.6:36 7.69 0.00497'1 jl, :> lutO
.1IltAAS XN NOl\'.rIlEI\,'lif l?ROVmClJl:
l?IlllTEl\SBtl11.<:I 11 S i1.2 35.75 0.000000 it, ::- RHO
WANh."tl't.U :3 2 1.5 7.82 0.005162 j~, :> RHO
'l!z.lI.NElilliI 4 2 2.0 12.38 0.000433 Ih :> RHD
:t.OUIS 'l'RICII1\Rt)T 2 0 inf 11.2 0.000818 ii, > RHD
1I0EPSRU:tr.r 2 1 2.0 6.19 0.012833 if, :> RHD
Wl®A a 9 0.222 0.08 0.779356 Ir
l?OTGlE'l'El\SRUS a [j 0.4 0.98 0.322120 II
CHO:nCongonil:ul He t D:l.sOllso, RHDt.1Rh(l~unnticHout:t: Oisouso/ Favor
II"'Numborl;1 too /lIM,ll for: anulys;!,s alono, int"'infini t:y
The majority of the patients from Soweto did not spedfy a
subUrb in their addresses. Of those that. did, the majority
of the rheumatic f(~ver/ heaz t disens@ patients seen, were
from Diepkloo;E, (6 or.' 10,7%), Orlando and Orlando West and
Meadowlands (5 or: FL9% each). Most of the 320 conqetlital
heart disease patients who specif!ied a suburb in their
addresses, were from DiepJo:loot (:36 or 11. 3%) and Orland,) and
Orlando West (37 or 11. 6~J). Of note, no rheumat::Lc fever
patients odginatt~d from Naledi. (See Table 6.1. 2. page 70)
Soweto unci the independent analysis of its subdivisionel
showed an as expect ad ratio of rh€lUmatJ.c fever/ hElart
disease to congonital heart disease patierrts seen. (See
Table 3.1.1. page 35 and 36)
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Table 3.1.3, Rheumatic fever/heart disease patients and
Controls seen from January 1993 to December 1995 with
areas of origin, ratios, Chi-Square analysis and p values
continued. (RHO/CaD TOTAL = 312/1747 = 0.179)
op.!Gm
.l\REAS :IN Gl\UTENG EAST:
:s:mNON! .i\RF..A
RDENVALE, BEPFoRQVXEW ,.
GERWtS'I'ON
:SOKSBUP.G
B01WBUP.G, aMlO?AN , S7?P.INGS
~~Bmp.TON & DAVEt'l'ON
l!W)'l'mrol StJP!J'RI3S (1'I9.t:th of 142) "
AtJlER'rOU
lmS'rJmN StlBURaS, ALDER'rON Ii
OAW1!'l'oN
BENON! , VOSLOOP.US
'l'I{OI<OZA(G100S)
1O't.'1'lililIIONG(<'+1001'5)
TSA't\ANE
KW1\.-TUru.m.
tl'O'OUZA
VOSLQOl\US
'l'S.l\Xtl\'Nlil .to DUDUZA
l<W.l\.~'lmE...\u\' & DUDUZA
l<WA-T!lli:Ml\., D'O'OUZ.l'~ I: TSlU(l\NE
l<'lIA"''rUUMl\, Ot.Jt\UiUI., 'rM!{lINm Co
'rIlOl{OSl>.
KWl\"'rIlBMA, PUOUZoII., 'rS.lllil\UE &
!(l\'rU!!iONG
TSAK~m, DUDUZA & VOSLOOP.US
~tWA"'J)IlI!:Mjfl.,PlJt)UZA, 'l'1lA'itANE &.
VOSX.OORUll
1I0U'l'Ulilrol 'rOWNSlltI?S
(Ill 1)11[" b, I, l:~ II.lO'.'",I, Ii)
RHD CRD
3
o
o
n
3
4 126
6 150
5
6
14
5
3
2
').,
7
.1.0
16
24
9
12
30 159
MD/CII»
17
39
0.176
Clrl2 l? VllJ:UC COMMli:NT
0.00 0.984776 #
G.97 0.009312
5.00 0.025339 iff < RHO
10.0 0.001564 <: RHD
26
56
38 0.079 i .ss 0.161720
14.75 0.000123 <: RHDa.on
0.04
o. ,172
0.214
0.192
0.357
0.75
0.5
0.167
O.3R9
0.625
0.455
0.32
15.51 0.000092 <: RHO
22
50
95 0.253
0.01 0.942039
0.16 0.605048
0.06 0.907034
1.81) 0.174770 ii
4.18 O. 040SJ32 II, > RHD
1.$1) O.2H2tl8 II
0.01 0.927809 If
3.21 0.073221 It
$.,19 0.019089 ii, :" RHO
(5.45 0.011100 ii, > RHO
1.24 0.0:39455 > RHO
30
34
0.3
0.353
2.33 0.127072
1.9 0.lG7552
4.213 0.036620 > RHD
0.0'] 0.39 0.&;,7199
Imt,"'I/HEl,U'I 'rQWNSn:tI1S & DAV2Y'rON 32 135 0.237 1.19 0.2'77898
t:HDoC:ongoni till Hoart Disouso, RHDoRhoull\utic Hoart: Oilloasa/ b'ovor
IjqNumbors too small for nnulyo;Ls U10M
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Table 3.1.3. Rheumatio feverl heart disease patients and
Controls seen from JanQary 1993 to Deo~mber 1995 with areas of
origin, ratios, Chi-S~~are analysis and p values oontinued.
(RHO/CBD TOTAL = 312/1747 = 0.179)
OIlXGIN
AruilAS nl GAtlTENG SOUTH;
lilVATON
rum crrn rum/CHD Chi2
mu:.KlilIlV';t;I.LE 2
HEIDELIlURG 3
ORANGE J"JIlU,{ 4
EVATON " HEIDlilLBURG 13
lilVATON& W1\LI<ERVILLE 12
lilVA'rON" Oltl\NGlil F~ 111
~VATON, W~RVXLLE t aEID~LaURG 15
llVATON I W.NmRVILLE 1 amXOIlLBURG " 19
OlWlGE Ti'1I.R.W
VlllRWIGING
VJ\'Nt)JAru3;t;Ll1.1PAIUt
VANDERnlo1L " VERENXGING
V1\NIlElUlXJL & OlU\NGlil li'.l\RM
SEBOX<lill:lG
smBOKlilN~ " VlllRENINGING
S()UTH~JllASTlllRN Al\E1I.
(G0901,6,7,11,12,15)
AlUilAS IN GAUTENG WEST:
I~UGbll\SDOl\P(Gl02)
RANnFON~IN (Gll0l)
ROODEPOORT (Gl103)
BEKKERSPnL (Gll0S)
!Q\G:r.SO (01:1.04)
RIlUGlilRSDOlU? & RANDIl'ON'.l'liltN
RANDFONTIIlIN " nlilX®ilRSDAL
ImUG:t1RSPORt' " l\OODli1POORT
l\OODEPOOll~ ~ J3EKKl'lIlSDAL
1.0
'I
5
9
9
9
13
5
'I
6
2.
1
9
G
11,
a
19
4
5
10
24
23
29
28
38
0.526
P V.aJ.ue C01~T
8.43 0.003695 il, .'> RHO
1.54 0.214249 41
3.11 0.077938 41
1.96 0.161445 41
11.49 0.000699 > RHO
9.97 0.001595 > RHD
10.13 0.001456 > RHO
13.02 0.000306 > RHD
14.65 0.000129 > RHO
0.3
1.84
0.581634
0.1"'4778 II
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.542
0.522
0.483
0.536
O.!.i
30
14
44
0.133
0.357
0.205
0.375
0.214
0.181
0.132
0.14 0.7111465
3.'77 0.0521'73
0.25 0.6193'75
0.00 0.971053
0.42 0.51.9160
0.02 0.079534 II
0.01 0.905979 il
1.62 0.:\17326 II
o.os 0.779350 II
2.59 0.107856 41
0.04 0.847992
0.06 0.800044
c.es 0.348723
l.'j 0.236040
G1100/1/4./5/6/'1 a 75 0.10'1 1.96 0.161169
CrIPoCong,:mi tal H()art D:l.Donoo, RHP"'Rhoumut;ic Hoart: D:I.I.lOtllle/ Favor
it "" Nuumotl.l too smull. fo:c unCllY,'.1is nlono
24
42
38
25
21
19
9
0.192
0.191
0.316
0.222
0.04
0.191
0.2
25
47
30
45
28 0.283
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Table 3.1.3. Rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients and
Controls seen from January 1993 to December 1995 with
areas of origin, ratios, Chi-Square analysis and p values
continued. (RHO/CaD TOTAL = 312/1747 = 0.179)
ORIGIN
J\lWAS IN SOWETO:
SOWETO UNSPECI~xmb
lofE1\DO"tILi\NDS
DIiilPF.LOOF
Ol.tr..lU:mo & Ol.UJ'\NDOWEST
OP~O & CHIAWELO
DH:r..t\MW:" & DIEI?RLOCli'
ZO:r.A & Mlill\I)OWLANDS
ZOLA ~ DOBSONVILLE
ZOL1l., OOBSON'll'ILl.2, ~'l\I,l!OX ~
<f/l)3t)l.1\NX
HO!;'OLO, CltXAWIILO, & lttr:tP'rOml
WOFOLO, CltXAWIILO, DltLAMtWX &
ltLXP'roml
AREAS IN dAtJ1'ENG NORTll:
HommEN AREA (G1201)
~OBtJRG AREA (G1202)
RA'\®B'lJ'RG& HONJjlYPl!lW J\1U1lA
MAGALXES~URG & G1201,G1202
Tl!lMBISA
KEMI?'J!ON l,>.I\Rl{
'l'F.MSr.SA& G1201
'l'EMBISA & G1202
NOU'I'tHIWI'l'EUN GAtn'ENG
NOR'l'd(Gl,:Ol, 1, 'I, I; ~
(116("',1,::,3, .1,")
N~E GaUT.aNG N & IVORY pARK
iILlllWWM, 'l'11lilMl3XS.fl.,IVORY !,>1\.1'>1(
& ~1!DRIINO
RHD cnn RHD/CHD
26
5
6
5
"/
"/
7
6
a
106
31
36
37
55
42
43
30
SO
0.245
0.161
0.167
0.135
0.12'7
O.t67
0.163
0.206
0.16
55
60
0.091
0.1
2.12
0.04
0.02
0.34
0.7..
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.08
2.17
1.as
l? vaJ.ua COMMENT
0.145395
0.832498
0.875440
0.557155
0.396308
0.865552
0.8203.32
0.800044
0.772713
0.140689
0.169604
0.09 0.764653 #
0.08 0.777830 •
0.0 0.£190261
0.01 0.912361
0.00 0.981418 #
3.57 0.058767 #
0.06 0.600044
0.04 0.832477
3.9? 0.047825 <: RHD
4.19 0.0406:1.5
0.16 0.680782
< RHD
ClIO'" COI19'On:l tal. Houri: Dis(HtSO, RHO ea Rl1(1umutic .Hoell:'!: DisoQse/ Favo,t·
N-IL '" North mnstorn, N. '" North
jf '" Numhers too smull for unuJ.ysill ,,10M
5
6
4
3
7
'/
2
o
6
5
6
6
15
19 0.2:1.1
20 0.15
39 0.1.79
11 0.171
11 0.180
20
30 0.2
31 0.161
76 0.079
78 0.086
'75 0.2
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Table 3.1.3 Rheumatic fever/heart disease patients and
Controls seen fro~ January 1993 to December 1995 with
areas of origin, ratios, Chi-Square analysis and p
values. (RHD/CaD TOTAL = 312/1747 = 0.179)
OnlaIN
OUT OF SOUTH AERXC~
KWA-ZULU NATAL
~lonTHElW PROVINCE
MPUMALAN'GA
NORTH-WEST pnov:mCE
FREE STATE
EASTERN CAl?:In
GAU'l'ENG
:In CAl?El + KZN
E (".J\P:In + Nl?
GAUTENG + trRmE STATE
A'REAS IN (;Il\.UTlilNG:
GAUT1i:NG ClilNT.IW:.
GAUTENG NORTH
GAUTENG EAST
G.ltUTENGWEST
G1I.UTENG SOUTH
SOWE'l'O
.lUUi!AS ru GAUTENG CIm'l'RAL:
JOMNNJilSDURG CEN\l'RIi1 I:. N.
SOUTH JOlU\NNll1SBURG
WEST JOIUlNNJilSBURG
SOU'l'IHmS'l' JOIUlNmils:ntn\G
(G0200,G0300,GOGOO,G0900)
J:..lilNASIA
NOOPGESXG I:. LENASIA
ELDOlUWO PAlUt &. NA'l'O'.'l~. '\
ALEXA'NDM
RMolUJiU\ 1.0 Er.p(;,R~f)Q p.!\.\'Ut
RUD
5
16
30
17
20
4
10
210
26
40
214
122
22
15
1447
49
47
146<:1
CoHO
34
34
32
41
:RHO/CUD
0.147
0.471
0.938
0.415
0.164
0.182
0.667
0.145
0.531
0.851
0.146
CUl2
O.lG
11. 04
53.26
9.04
0.13
0.00
12.00
7.92
22.21
64.29
7.78
P VALUE
0.687542
0.000893
0.000000
0.002639
0.722519
0.973723
0.000531
0.004eOO
0.000002
0.000000
0.005288
12.76 0.000354
2.69 0.101255
2.e8 0.089545
0.24 0.62561
2.76 0.096716
0.02 0.800453
15.12 0.000101
4.12 0.042465
5.31 0.0;U246
3.23 0.0'/2486
0.63 0.426373
0.93 0.333974
1.3'/ 0.221509
0.13 0.71.7591
1.56 0.21:1.303
COMMENT
> RHO
> RHO
> RHO
47
13
38
19
3'7
56
B
!
7
e
1·,f;j
452
1).7
295
0.l04
O.lH
0.133
0.158
0.241
II
II, >RHD
<: RHO
> RHO
> RHO
'"RHO
<: Rl10
<: RHO
<: RHO
<: RHO
0.175
CHD Q Congonit,l Hourt dsauno, mIP ,~ RhaUln<.1ticHot\rt Disouso/ ~'OVOl:
E. '" Eustol;n, hZN '" !<wt\-Zulu Nntal, Nll Q Northorn Provinco, N. '"North
It 0 Numbers too smull for analysis alona
166
34
9~
86
0.048
0.02~
0.074
0.093
34
44
Hi
GO
54
0.118
O.l'1A
0.260
0.2
34
Table 3.1.2 Rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients and
Controls seen from January ],993 to December 1995 that
originated from Gauteng.
o:rigin MD MD MD MD
Coro JAB Sara 'rotal.
Central.
l'lorth
East
West
South
soweto
29
5
1
8
1
o
2
45
15
5
10
5
2
2
1
40 125
4
1
27
6
34
o
47
11
38
19
37
2
515
CUD CliO CUD CUD
Coro JlIS Bara Total
188 218 46 452
25 57 12 94
14 126 145 285
41 40 39 120
17 26 110 153
o 19 5 23
19 19 29~ 320
303 503 641 1447
53
210
RHD"'Rheumatie fover/ hoart disease, CHD"'Congenital Hcnrt disea.so,
Coro<>Coronntion HospHnl, JHB"'Johannesburg Hospitnl and l3aru",Buragwanath
Hospital.
The majority of the 47 up.umatic fever! heart disease
patients seen from Gauteng central originated from the
Eldorado Park, Nancefi.eld and Naturina area and Al.exandre
Township, (12 or 25.5% each). The least rheumatic fever/
heart disease patients seen from this subdivision, came from
Noordgesig and Johannesburg South, (lor 2.1% each). Most of
the 452 congenital heart disease pati~nts seen from Gauteng
central were from Johannesburg centre and north, (166 O.c
36.7%). (See Table 6.1.1. page 70)
Gauteng central had a significantly lower ratio of rhf.l1.unatic
fever! heart disease pat ierrcs to cO:lgenita'1. heart disease
patients seen. (See Table 3.1.3. page 35) Wit:hin Gauteng
central, Johannesburg centre and north, (area code G0700),
south, (area code G0900)I and west, (area code G0100), all
demonstrated significantly lower than expected ratios. The
remaining sUbdivisions had as expected ratios. (See Table
3.1.1. page 35)
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Of the 10 rheumatic heart disease sufferers from the Eastern
Cape, 9 were from the Transkei" Together they made up 3.2%
of the rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients seen. The 15
congenital heart dt saasa cases that originated from this
Province, represented 0.9% of the congenital heart disease
patients seen. Nine of these (60%) were from Transkei. The
mastern Cape patients were seen predominently at Baragwanath
Hospital. (See Table 3.1.1. page 31)
The ratio of rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients to
congenital heart disease cases seen is higher than expected
among the patients from the Eastern Cape. The numbers were
smaH however. The combined analysis of the Eastern Cape and
Kwa-Zulu Natal and of the Eastern Cape and the Northern
Province, (they have similar ratios), gave a significantly
higher than expected ratio ir both calculations. (See Table
3.1.3. page 35)
Only 4 of the rheumatic feve','/heart disease patients and 22
of the congenital heart djsease cases seen originated from
the Free state. This is ~quivalent to 1.3% of the rheumatic
fever/ heart disease !,4tients and also of the congenital
heart disease sufferers seen. Fourteen (63.6%) of these
congenital heart disease cases pr(;,'ientedat the Johannesburg
Hospital. (See Table 3.1.1. pa'J....31) The rat i.o of the
rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients seen from this
Province was as expected but the numbers are too small to
dr.aw certain conclusions from. (See Table 3.1.3. page 35)
3.1.2 Gauteng and Subd',visions
Of the conqent tal heart disease cases seen, 82.8% were from
Gauteng whil1 only 67.3% of the rheumatic fever/ heart
disease patients were from Ga,uteng. (See Table 3.1.J.. page
31) A significantly lower than expected ratio of rheumatic
fever/ heart disease to congenital heart disease patients
seen was found in the Gauteng region. This suggests that
rheumatic fever/ heart disease is relatively less of a
problem here. (See Table 3.1.3. page 35)
From Table 3.1.2. on page 34 it can be seen that most of the
'l99 patients seen fl:C'mGauteng central were examined at the
coronation and Johannesbur.g Hospitals, (46.7% and 43%
respectively) .The eastern Gauteng region fed the BaragNanath
and Johannesburg Hospitals. Each of these hospitals saw 172,
(53.3%), and 136 (42.1%), of these 323 patients
respectively. Patients from western Gau1xhlg presented 'fairly
evenly between the three hospita~_ Baragwanath Hospital saw
the majority of the 190 patients from south Gauteng (75.8%)
and 89.61); of the 376 pai:ients from Soweto. Of the rheumatic
fever/ heart disease sufferers that presented to the
Baragwanath Hospital however, 70.2% were from outside
sowet;o, (See Table 3.1.1. page 31 and Table 3.1.2. page 34)
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Twenty rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients presented
from the North-West Province making up 6.4% of the rhewnatic
fever / heart disease patients with known addresses. They
reported mainly to the Baragwanath Hospital. (14 or 70~)
(See Table 3.1.1. page 31) Seven (35%) originated from
Klerksdorp and 5 (25%) from Rustenburg. Although 12 (9.8%)
of the congenital heart disease patients from this a~da were
seen from Zeerust, no rheumatic fever patients came from
there. (See Table 6.1.7. page 73)
Of the congenital heart disease patients seen, 122 (6.9"0)
came from the North-West Province. This represented the
largest number' of congenital heart disease patients seen
from Provinces other than Gauteng. (See Table 6.1. 7. page 73)
Thi.rty four (27.9%) presented from Klerksdoorp and 18
,14.8%) from Potchefstroo:rr, They presented mainly to
Baragwan..ch Hospital (79 or "~. .3%) (See Table 3.1.1. page 31)
Although an as expected ratio of rheumatic fever/ heart
disease to congenital heart disease patients seen, was found
in the North-West Province, it was higher than expected in
Rustenburg. The numbers were too small, however, for certain
significance. (See Table 3.1.1. page 35 and 39)
The 17 rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients seen from
Mpumalanga represented 5.5% of all the rheumatic fever/
heart ~isease patients seen. Eleven (64.7~) presentRd at the
Baragwanath Hospital and 6 (35.3%) at the Johannesburq
Hospital. (See Table 3.1.1 page 31)
The 41 cOrtqenital heart dd seaae patients from Mpumalanga
contributed 2.3% ::>1 the congenital heart disease patients
seen with known addresses. TWenty two (53.7%) were seen at
Baragwanath Hospital while 18 (43.9%) presented at the
Johannesburg Hospital. (See Table 3.1.1. page 31)
The ratio of rheumat i.c fever to congenital heart disease
pat Lent.s seen f:r:omMpumalangawas significantly higher than
expected. (See Table 3.1.3. page 35)
Kwa-Zulu Nata: contributed 16 (S.H) of the rheumatic fever/
heart disease patients seen. They (56.3%) were seen mainly
at the Johannesburg .Hospital. Thirty four congenital heart
disease sufferers originated from Kwa-Zulu Natal making up
2% of the congenital heart disease pat ient s seen. Twenty
five (73.5%) presented to the Johannesburg Hospital. (See
Table 3.1.1. page 31) 'rhe rat:i.o of rheumaui.c fever/ heart
disease sufferers to congenital heart disease patients seen
was significantly higher than expected in this Province.
(See Table 3.1.3 page 35)
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A significantly higher than expected ratio of rheumatic
fever! heart disease to congenital heart disease cases reen
was obtained front the Northern Province. (See Table 3.1. 3.
page 35) Within this Province the ratio was significantly
higher than expected in Pietersb1.lrg, Tzaneen, Gazankulu,
Louis Trichardt, Hoedsprui t and Lebowa but the numbers in
each of these areas were too small to draw firm conclusions
from. (See Table 3.1.3. page 39)
Table 3.1.1 Rheumatic fever/ heart disease pi;ttientsand
Controls seen at three teaching hospitals of the
University of the Witwatersrand from January 1993 to
December 1995 and their areas of origin.
Odgin
N Provinoe
K-Z Natal
MpUIII.uanga
East Cape
Free State
North-West
Gautenq
out of SA
Total
Unknown
Grand
Total.
% Known
% Gau't:eng
T:ranskei
Severe RHO
11Seve:re
RHO
Oeil.ths
RHO RHO RHO RHD
COlt'O JllB Bara Total
3 13
2 9
o 6
o 4
o 2
3 3
45 40
1 3
54 80
1 20
55 100
98,2
63,3
o
8
80,0 52,7
50,0 70,2
4 5
45 109 162
14
5
11
6
2
14
125
1
170
30
16
17
10
4
20
210
5
312
160
338
181
493
63,3
67,3
9
14,5 45,0 32,2 32,9
?1 2
20 32
6 34
22 41
9 15
6 22
79 122
641 1447
13 34
796 1747
CUD can CUD CUD
coxo JHB ;Bara Total
825 1129
1621 2876
49,1
80,9
9
o 12
3 25
1 18
3 3
2 14
6 37
303 503
7 14
325 626
46 258
371 884
87,6 70,8
93,2 80,4
o 0
60,7
82,8
9
P.HD"'Rheumatio fever/ heart diJease, CHD"Congenital Heart disease,
SA"'South Afrioa, I<-Z Na'cal;"I<:wa-Zulu Natal, N. I?rovincc=Northern Province,
Coroccoronation Hospital, JH5-=Johannesburg Hospital & 5a.rn"'5aragwanath
Hospital.
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3. RESULTS:
3.1 FIRST HYPOTHESIS:
Bo(l): There is no difference in the ratio of rheumatic
fever! heart disease to congenital heart disease
patients seen from different geographic areas.
HA(l): There is a difference in the ratio of rheumatic
fever! heart ~~sease to congenital heart disease
patients seen from different geog::.:aphic areas.
A total of 493 pa t i.ents with rheumatic fever or heart
disease were seen at the three mentioned teaching
hospitals from January 1993 to Decenilier 1995. ($ee Table
3.1.1. page 31) Of these 312, (63.3%), had documented
addresses and were analysed. There were 2876 cases of
congenital heart disease seen in the same period. Of these
1747 (60.7%) had known addresses and were included in the
analysis. (See Table 3.1.1. page 31)
The ratio of rheumatic fever! heart disease to congenital
heart Jisease patients seen in each area is shown in Table
3. J.. 3 on pages 35 to 39. Using the ratio of the whole
sample, viz. 312!1747 "" 0 .179, as the expected ratio, the
ratios of the different areas were compared to this and
tested for a significant difference using the Chi-Square
Test for Goodness of Fit. (See Section 2.4 Data Analysis
page 28) The results of the Chi-Square analysis are also
found in Table 3.1.3.
3.1.1 Pr.ovincial level
'1'he 30 rheumatic heart disease patients that came from the
Northern Provinde represented 9.6% of the rheumatic fever!
heart disease patients seen with known addresses. They
presented mainly at Baragwanath and Johannesburg Hospitals,
14 (35%) and 13 (32.5%) respectively. (See Table 3.1.1. page
31) the majority (11 or 36.7%), originated from Pietersburg,
while 4 (13.3%) presented from Tzaneen and 3 (10%) were from
Gazankulu. (See Table 6.1.8 page 72)
Thirty two (1. 8%) congenital heart disease patients
presented from the Northern Province. They were largely se(;.ln
at Baragwa11ath Hospital (20 O.t' 62.5':,) (See Table 3.1.1. page
31) Nine (28.1%) presented from Venda, while 5 (15.6%) each
came from Pietersburg and Potgieters1:'us, and 4 (12.5%) from
Letaba. (See Table 6.1. 8 page 73)
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If some of the Ej are small, the Chi-Square Test may not be
appropriate. Cells with small Ej should be combined with
other cells in a meaningful way, so that not more than 20%
of the Ej are <5.0 and 110ne<1.0. (51) Hence, where the numbers
were too small for analysis then that area was combined with
a similar area, (either in terms of a similar socia-economic
situationl political history, proximity or similar rheumatic
fever/ heart disease to congenital heart disease ratios) I
and the areas analysed together.
The data regarding the severity of rheumatic fever/ heart
disease was analysed in a similar manner, using the Chi-
Square Test for GOLdness of Fit. The expected severity was
taken as the ratio of severe to non-severe rheumatic fever/
heart disease in the whole sampJe (162:331 = 0,489) and was
compared to the observed ratio in each area conside:r:ed.
Areas from which patients were seen with a significantly
higher or lower than expected severity of rheumatic fever/
heart disease, Were thus identified. (See Results section
3.2. page 48 to 50)
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SOWG'L. 'ont r Ibut.ed 19.2% of the severe rheumatic fevet!
heart C1 ... aease patients seen from Gauteng. Fourteen (25. 9~)
of the 54 patients from Soweto presented with severe
disease. 'l'be suburb of origin of most (7) of the severe
patients from Soweto is not known. Two each are known to
have come from Di~pkloof and Meadowlands. Of the areas from
where rheumatic fever patients originated, no severe
pat Lent s are known to have presented from Dobsonville,
Maiolo, Dhlamini, Orlando and f'\t'lando West or the Kliptown
area. (See Table 3.2.1 page 46 and Table 6.2. page 75)
Soweto showed an as expected ratio of severe to non- 39vere
rheumatic fever patients seen. Only the combined ana Lysi a of
the 5 areas mentioned above, where no severe rheumat Lc
fever! heart disease presented frottl, showed a lower than
eXJ,J9cted ratio, but the numbers Were too small for certain
significance. (See Table 3.2.2. page 18 and page 49)
Ten (52.6%) of the 19 rheumatic fevor! heart disea$~
pat i.ant s that presented from Gauteng \'I'est were severe. 'this
area thus contributed 13.7% of tho severe patients that
originated from Gauteng. Four of these 10 severe patJ.ents
were from Krugersdorp, while 2 each prescmt:ed from tha
Roodepoort and Bckkersdal areas. No severe pat Lant s wo.r:e
seen from Kaqiso and no l:'hemnatic fever pati(~nts presented
from Westol'laria. (See Tabla 3.2.1. page 46, Ta.ble 6.1.6 page
72 and Table 6.2. parte 75) Although an as expected rat.io of
severe to non-severe rneumat Lc fever! heart disease
sufferers was found in Gauteng West, the p varue was only
slightly luOl:\;l than 0.05. When analysed without Kagisc:J a
higher than expec'l;~)d ratio was obtained suggest.1,ng that
there may well a problem of severe rheum» .:1.I,~ fever wi,thtn
this area. (See 'rab10 3.2.2. page 4A "'1:1 bO)
Only 8 (16.3~,) of the 49 pat Lont s that prcsentied from
Ga.u.teng central had sOvern disease maJl':ing up 11% of the
severe paUents from Gauteng. Six of these severe patients
were ft'OlU Alexandra. Tho cthez two o):iginated from Lenasia..
No severe rheumatic fever patients were seen f:rc)m
Johanne;WfIUl':'gwest, cent ra l or south, ll:J dor-ado Park, Riverle1l
or Nc:Jo(:ivosig. (See Table :3. 2. J.. pagA ·16 and Tab~.o 6.2. page
74)
A signi,ficantly lower than sxpecced ratio of SeVer(:1 to non ...
aeverc patients was found in Gauteng c:cntral. Johannesburg
centre and E:tdo:r:tldo l?ark each Sll(~r'lcd a lowe,!:' than expected
ratio of severe to non-seveco rheuma+Lc fever! heart d,i~HVHlO
patientG seen. '1'l1Qnumbexa in these a:r.eafl were, however, too
small fot oor1;:o.in s;Lgn:Lficanc;G. rho combined assessment 0:(;
J'(;>han~lesburg ccmtra w tt.h ~rohantlosburg north and Hout:h and of
.ll:ld(')rodo Park wi.th R:l.vorJ.cJel. and Noodgesiq, showed a
s:LgnHtcantly lower rtian expected. r(lt.1.o In both cases. (Soe
Table 3.2.2. page 48 and page 49)
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Gauteng south had a signif:"cantly hjgher than expected ratio
of severe to non+sevare rheumatic fever! heart disease
pat.ients seen. Withl!)' this area Vanderbij 1 Park had a higher.
than expected ratio and Evaton and Sebokenq each revealed an
as expeci:r:d ratio. The number-a in these areas were small
h,.lwevel:. i~hen Vanderbij 1 Park was analysed in combination
w,:i.th VerElC:'!!iging and Sebokeng a significantly higher tihau
expected ra cd.o was found. 'l'h{'>combined assessment of Evaton
and Sebokeng, and l!1vtlton, Vande:r.bijl Park and Vereeniging,
gave a significantly higher than expected ratio in both
cases. This suggests that mClJ:Csevere disease is a problem
mainly in Vanderbijl Park, Vereeniging, Sebokeng and Evaton.
(See Table 3.2.2. page 48 and 49)
Seventeen severe rheumatic fe.ve:r.! heart disease pat.tents
presented from Gauteng east contributing 23.3% of the severe
f.'atientf~ from Gauteng. In total 38 rheumacf.c fever! heart
disease patients wore from Gautcmg east. seven of the severe
patients were from Katlehong, while :3 each originated from
Tsakane and Kwa-Thema. 'Two were from 'rhokC:.H,a. No severe
patiel'l.~ s were seen from Alberton, Vosloorus or Duduza while
no rheUlttdtic fever patients presented from r~denva.le,
~edfordview, Germiston, Boksburg, Brakpall and bprings. (See
Table 3.2.1. page 46, '1'able 6.1.5 page 72 and Table 6.2.
page 74)
Gauteng east demonstrated an as expected ratio of severe to
non-severe zheumat i.c fever! heart diseas() patients. TSakanG,
ThoKosa and I<a.tlehong assessed individually showed an as
Glxpectcd ratio while the ratio was h1ghGlr tlwn oxpeccod in
Kwa-Thema. The eombf.ned analysis of Kwa-Tnoma and Tsakane
0.1.90 gave a higher than expected ratio. 'rho numbers were,
however I small i,1'1 thCJ8C subsectLons , When Tsakane and
I<atlehong were analysed togillther an as oxpe(~ted ratio was
obt,tined but the p value was only slightly more than 0.05.
With the addition of Kwn-Thoma to Tsakf:ul.c and r<at:10hong a
sign:i.ficcmtly higher than o~pcctcd .taUo was obtained. With
th() further addition of Thokosu tho ratlo ramainod
siglliHcmntly hJghct' than oxpcct.od but when Ktl.tlehong and
Thokosa we):'€! assessed together an as expect.ed x.-aUo was
obtained. This suggests that tho areas that have a probl.em
with severo r.heumatic fev~~:r: wi thin Gautang o,~st al~G I<wa'"
Thema, Tsakane and possibly also Katlohong. (See Table
3.2.2. page 48 and 50)
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Table 3.2.2. Severe and non-seVero rheumatio feverl heart
disease putients seen from January 1993 to Deoember 1995 with
area.s of origin, :r.'atiosI Chi-Square anal.ysisI and p values
oont.inued.
OlUGIN'
GAU'l'ENG EAS'l':
'l'sMa.nO
1'h(J}:.osa
Ka.tl.ehong
twa -Thama.
lCWa-Tht!lllla " 'l'tJnk.antJ
'l'$nk.ana &. Katl.~hong
l<wa-Themll., 'l'e::...<:ane &. TAohsa
lCWa"''l'htamaI 'J!s<lkn.ne " It;l.tl.ehong
lCWa-'.l.'hl9JlUl, Tsnk.a.ne, 'l'lloltosa&.
Kat.l.ohong
Katlehong, Benoni & pavcyton
lCWa~'l'hem.a, 'l'altlk.:.lnoI Katle1wng' "
:Bcanoni/IJaveytC'n
l~~Cllhong & 'l'hokosa
Albo~ton, Vosloo~s " Pudu1.a
G,II.U'1'LlNG WlilS'l':
Rood.pool:'\':
It:a:ulJQIl:sdoxp
tlekk(lX'.dnl.
NORTHERN l?ROVIN'Cl!l:
l?illltll!l:l.Ibul:g'
Pot9'iet0l;'11~8
'1'Zllnlllen
Gaz~I"'\tul.u
N'r'1401/4/5 " G
NOR'l'U"WES'l' l?ROVmClil;
lUoX'kfJdoorp
NW1402/3/4/7 " a
arum NON" P.l\.'.rXO Chi2 l? VALUE
sann
3
7
3
6
10
8
13
1&
9
3.4
9
o
10
G
"..
10
'7
2
4
7
o
2
o
6
9
13
1.S 1.67 0.196350
0.00 O. ~)a0309
1.96 0.172138
6.13 O. 013Ul3
6.44 0.H163
0.5
1.0
inf
3.0
1.111 :3.37 O. 06G533
1.3 3.74 0.053068
1.444 6.86 0.00880<)
1.154 5.44 0.019634
'1.06 1).007889
11
5
0.810 1.34 0.247736
:L45 0.117740
0.0 0.960309
5.04 0.024923
<1.09 O. 0432:HJ
4.20 0.040365
1.2 2.34 0.125"l.L3
int' !j,Q9 0.043229o
4
3
o.s 0.00 0,980309
9
0.667 0.12 0.'13~\)a9
r.rn 3.3'1 0,066533
1.97 O.1?l3·7·~
Hllll fHllillhl:ltil' fn\'I'ft-l hu.u t ;lli'tlQ:ll1, :!H1I1J l11l\,t!1'l loWI,
II IltUtl~qln, 1;", i111LJ11 1,>1 tll'\'\H,~1, dlldlV':( il"lll, tid ildItd1 V
O.li3 O.4653/f,
9
10
1.0
1.4
<1
1
o
o
0.5
4.0
r.as
3
10
1. 33
0.7
COMMEUT
if
It
II
Ii, :> SRHO
II, > slUm
II
> SRliO
> sRlm
:> SRHO
II
II, > SRIm
II, :> Slum
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Ii
II
;> SRUD
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Table 3.2.2. Severe and non-severe rheumatic rever/ h"'!:I.rt
disaasE:i patients seen from January 1993 to December 1995
with areas of origin, ratios, Chi-Square analysis, and p
values continued. (TOTAL severe RHD:non-severe RHO =
162:331 ::: 0.4a9)
ORXGIN
GA1'.HI!ENGCIIlN'rRAL:
A1GllUlndra
Lanasia & Al~xandra
West Johannesburg
Johannesburg Contra
Edorado Park
Johat,ncubur9' WEist, South &
ClllntrGl
1Il1dorado Park, Rivlllrlea &
Noodgasig
SOWlll'rO:
UnrpGloifil'lld
O:l.Glpkloof &
MGladowlands (G1303+7)
!:'lola" Chiawcalu & Jabulani
(G1302/5'~10)
G1302/3/5/7+10
O:tlando & Orbndo Wast
G1301/4/G/8+G0400
GlI.U'rmNGSOU'rl!:
Vandlllrbi:jl P.arl~ (VOtll?)
Vand.rbijl & V.r.~ni9'ing
VDBP, Ver •• niging & S.bokang
S.bokGng
mvatcm
IIlvaton & SGlboklllng
l!lVlI.tOIl& Vandub:l.jl
mvncon, VDBP & Vlllr•• niqln9'
Orang. Fal~, H~idalburg &
I.ltbokamq
SRlIn NON~ RA'rIO Chi 2
srum
12
5
6
11
10
13
6
8
o
o
o
o
1.0
1.0
II1.60 0.20600
2.13 0.l.44390
3.43 0.06417B #
6
8
7
a 3.92 0.047845 #,< SRRD
5.S7 0.015374 I,e SRRD
7.83 0.005136 < SRtID
12
16
a 7.34 0.006736 < SRHD15
7
4
19 0.1680.42 0.519248
7 0.571 0.06 0.B04605 I
3 3 1.0 0.80 o, 37::. lOG II
7
o
o
10 0.7 0.53 0.465376
5
13
2.45 0.117740 I
6.36 0.011655 ., < SRRD
4 1 4.0 5.04 0.024823 ., > BRRD
2 3.5 B.23 0.004119 ., > BRRD
6 2.0 9.32 0,002261 :> SRUD
4 1.25 2.10 0.147181 •
4 1.5 3.34 0.067671 I
8 1.375 5.40 0.020166 > SHIID
5 ~.O 7.77 0.005311 I, > SRRD
6 2.167 10.8 0.000%6 > sRlm
'/
'7 9 0.778 0.86 0.353725
Rim ,,, Rhoumatic fClvorl heart diseusc, IlRHO"" Severo RHO,
II " numb0r.rJ too omull ft:lr aecuraeo unulyoio al.eno
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Table 3.2.2. Severe and non-severe rheumatic fever/ heart
disease patients seen from January 1993 to December 1995
with areas Of origin, Chi-Square analysis, ratios and p
values. (TOTALsevere RHD:non-severe RHD= 162:331 .- 0.489)
ORIGIN
KWA-ZULr.r NATAt
NOR'l'HERN PROVINCE
M1X1MlI.IJ\NGA
NORTI'I-'WElS'l'
FREEl STATE
ElAS'rIilRN CA1?lil
li'1UtJj1 STA'lml Ii.
NORTlmlJ;I.N PROVlNClll
l!lJ\S'lmlRN CAPlil &
MPW.ALANGA
0U'l1 OF SA
AR!U\.S IN !3ATJ'lmlN~ l
ClDN'J)Rll1
NOR'.I!H
NOR'.I!H & SOWlllTO
NOn'I'H Iii ClllN'mlil
mAS'!'
WlllST
SOTJ'l'H
SOmllrro
aonQya~w,Tembisa
&. Haumallsk:.::anl
Randburg, Sandton
S. Midrand
s'lJlVEliUil NON- RA'l'IO Chi 2
liIKO SEVENll
lUID
7
15
10
B
2
6
'J.7
16
4
73
B
4
18
ia
17
10
20
14
1
137
4
o
9
15
7
12
2
4
17
0.'178
1.0
0.86
3.99
P VALtm COMMENT
0.353725
0.045642 > QRHD
0.022661 > SRHD
0.496626
0.465501 n
0.067671 n
0,033356 > SRHD
0,003495 > SRHP
0.024823 #, > SRHD
0.557361
0.013740 < srum
0.872491 II
0.296201
0.023575 < SRHD
0.119064
0.066.533
0.006057 > SRHD
0.277995
0.3020:l6 II
0.117740 i~
RHD r;;J Rheumatic:: fovor/ hetu:t diseasc, SHIlD t::I Severe ruiD,
It t::I numbero \:00 omuH for aC::CUtate unulysi.o al.one
1.429 5.19
0.667 0.46
1.0 0.53
1.5 3,34
1.0 4.53
11 1.455 8,53
4.0 5.04
0,533 0.34
41
9
49
0.195 6.07
0.444 0.03
0.367 1.09
50 0.24 5.13
21
9
J,7
40
0.810 2,43
1.1113.37
1.176 7.5'3
0,35 1 18
0,6 1,0
5 2.46
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Of the 16 rheumatic rev(.'l'"I he;>art disease patients seen that
originated from Kwa-Zul.u1~atal, 7 (43.8%) were severe. This
represented an as expected ratio of severe to non-severe
patients. (See Table 3.2.1. page 46 and Table 3.2.2. page 48)
Sixty percent of the patients that came from the Eastern
Cape were classified as sevare and all six severe patients
originated from Transkei. This gave an as eXpected ratio of
severe to non-severe patients for this Province but the
numbers were small. (See Table 3.2,1. page 46 and Table
3.2.2. page 48)
Only f.our patients plesented from the Free state and 2 Were
classified as severe giving an as expecter ratio of severe
to non-severe rheumatic fever/ heart disease pat~ ant s for
this Province. The numbers are too small, however, to draw
deUnite conclusions from. (Table 3.2.1. page 46 and Table
3.2•2. page 48)
The combined analysis of the Free State and the Northern
Province and of the Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga, (they have
similar ratios), showed a significantly higher than expected
ratio of severe to non-severe rheumatic fever/ heart disease
patients seen from these areas in both calculations. (See
Table 3.2.2. page 48)
3.2.2. Gauteng and SubdiviSions
Of the rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients seen from
,,\uteng, '73 were class Hied as severe giving an as axpect.ed
.tio for the whole Province. (See Table 3.2.2. page 481
Gauteng south contributed 27 4~ of the severe rheumatic
fever/ heart di sease cases .vt originated from Gauteng.
Twenty (54.1!),) of the 37 .Jatients that presented from
Gauteng south i'Jere Revere, Six severe patients were from
Evaton, 5 from Sebokeng, 4 from Vanderbijl Park and 3 from
Vereeniging. No severe cases came from Walke:r:ville and no
rheumatic fever patients presented from south of
Klipr.iviersbe.J:'g, Nigel, Ennerdale and the J<llpriver area,
(S~e Table 3.2.1. page 46, Table 6.1.4 page 71 and Table 6.2
page 74)
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Of the patients that presented ft'om Mpumalanga, 58.8% Were
classified as suffering from severe rheumatic heart di.sease.
A significantly higher than expected ratio of severe to non-
severe rheuraat Lc fever! heart disease patients seen was
observed in this area. (See Table 3.2.1. page 46 and Table
3.2.2. page 48)
Eight of the 20 (40!1!) patients that presented from the
North-West Provinoe were severe. Of these four were from the
Klerksdorp area. The tatio of severe to non-severe rheumatic
fever! hs-ar t disease patients seen from this Province was as
expectied, (See Table 3.2.1. page 46, Table 3.2.2. pages 48
and 50 and Table 6.2. page 75)
Table 3.2.1 Severe and n~n-severe rheumatic fever/ heart
disease patients seen from January 1993 to Decel'nber1995
with areas of origin and % severe patients.
Ol.uGIN SEVERDl arm NON-SEVERE TO'l'lUJ ~ S:n.'VERE
rum
GAU'l'ENG C:!ilN'l'Ml. e 41 49 16.3
GAU'l'ENG NOl\TH 4 9 13 30.8
GAU'l'ElNG SOU'.!:'H 20 17 37 54.J,
GAU'l'ENG lilJ\.S'l' 17 21 38 44.7
GAt1'l'ENG WJjJS!I' 10 9 19 52.6
SOWETO 14 40 54 25.9
r.ror.rlUJ GAU'l'ENG '13 137 210 34.8
0AU'l'lllNGI 73 137 210 34.8
l.fIlUl.fl\lJ\'N'G1\ 10 7 17 68.6
NOl\TH-WlilST a 12 20 40
Pl\OVINCE
NOl\THERN pnOVD~CE 15 15 30 so
li'REE S'.!:'ATE 2 ~ 4 so"
l<W1\~Zux.U NA'l,'JUJ 7 9 16 43.8
h1ASTEr~ CAPlil 6 4 10 60
OUT C'l:ti' SOUTH 4 1 .5 eo
All'!'.J:CA
UlImNOWN' 3'} 144 1tll 20.4
GlU\ND '.rOTAL 162 331 493 32.9
RIID"'Rhcumat:ic 1100.rt Disease/ Fcve,r
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3.2 SECOND HYPOTHESIS:
Ho(2): There is no difference in the ratio of severe to
non-severe rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients
seen from different geographic areas.
HA(2): There is a difference in the ratio of severe to
non-severe rheumatic fever! heart disease patients
seen from different geographic areas.
3.2.1. Provincial teval
Sever~ disease was found in 162, (32.9%), of the 493
rheumatic: fever/ heart disease patients seen , Thirty seven,
(22.8%') of the 162 patients with severe disease were from
unknown geographic origins. Of the 137 patients originating
from Gauteng, 73 (34.8%), were classified as severe, while
52, (51%), of the 102 patients seen from outside of Gauteng
were severe. Most of the seVere patients seen (73 or 45.l!1i),
were from Gauteng. Fifteen (9.3%) originated from the
Northern Province, 10 (6.2%) from Mpumalanga, 8 (4.9%) from
the North-West Province, 7 (4.3%) from Kwa-Zulu Natal, 6
(3.7%) from the Eastern Cape, and 2 (1,.2%) from the Free
state. (See Table 3.2.1. page 46)
Half of the 30 rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients from
the Northern Province were severe. Six, (40%), of these came
from Pietersburg while 2 (13.3%) each presented from
Potgietersrus, Tzaneen and Gazankulu. This suggests that
these are possible rheumatic fever problem areas. (See 'fabJ.e
3.2.1. page 46 and Table 6.2. page 75)
The observed ratio ot severe to non-severe rheumatic fever/
heart disease patients seen in the Northern Province was
compared with the expected ratio, (162:331 "" 0.489), and
tested for a significant difference using the Chi-Square
'l'esc for Goodness of Fit. 'A significantly higher than
expected ratio was obtain\.i on analysis of this Province.
Pietersburg, Tzaneen and Gazankul1.l showed an as expected
ratio while l?otgietersrul3 demonstrated a higher than
expected ratio. The numbers of patients seen from these
subdivisions werC?l, however, too small to draw certain
significance from. (See Table 3.2.2. pages 48 and 50) A
similar analy:;lis was applied to all. the following areas.
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RIID them oxpucnod ,
FE-mE:
SrtAII'li1
RIm'" Rheumatic feverl heart diseuse.
Figure 3.1.2. Map of Gauteng showing the relative
ratio of rheumatio fever/ heart disease to congenital
heart disease patients Seen in various areas
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RHD .. Rhoun\atic fever I heart dd.seaae ,
Figure 3.1.1. ~-1ap with pJ;'ovinoial divisions of South
Afrioa, showing the relativE) ratios of rheumatio rever/
heart disease to oongenital huart disease patients seen
from various areas.
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3 . 1 .4 Summary
Northern Province, Kwa-Zulu Natal, Mpumalanga and the
Eastern Cape appear to have a problem with rheumatic fever!
heart diseasE: as the ratio of rheumatic fever! heart disease
to congenital heart disease patients seen from these areas
was significantly higher than expected. They were thus
identified as priority areas. (See Figure 3.1.1. page 43)
Gauteng has a significantly lower than expected ratio of
rheumatic fever! heart disease to congenital heart disease
patients seen, suggesting a relatively low risk of rheumatic
fever! heart disease in this Province. as a whole. Although
rheumatic fever does not appear to be a significant problem
in Gauteng, there are areas within this Province that were
identified as priority areas on the basis of higher than
expected ratios. 'I'hese include; Evaton and possibly
Heidelburg, Walkerville and Orange Farm in Gauteng south and
KWa-Thema and possibly Duduza and Tsakane in Gauteng east.
Johannesburg centre and north, south and west as well as L!le
Eastern suburbs north of the M2 and Alberton had a lower
than expected ratio of rheumatic fever! heart disease
patients seen suggesting that rheumatic fever is relatively
less of a problem in those areas. (See Figure 3.1.2. page 44)
Thus we can accept the first alternate hypothesis that there
is a difference in the ratio of rheumatic fever/ heart
disease to congenital heart disease patients seen from
different geogr~phic areas.
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Fourteen (36,8%) of the 38 rheumatic fever/ heart disease
sufferers seen from Gauteng east were from Katlehong and the
Natalsprui t Hospital. Thokosa, Eden Park, Palm Springs and
Pholo Park contributed 6 (9.4%)1 Tsakane 5 (13.2%), KWa-
Thema 3 and Benoni, Actonville and Wattville, 3 (7.9%)
rheumatic fever/ heart disease patien~s from this area.
Kat.Lehon., =nd the Natalspruit Hospital aLs I contributed most
of the congenital heart disease patients seen from Gauteng
east viz. 73/285 (25.6%). Twenty eight (9.8%) congenital
heart disease patients presented each from Thokosa and from
Boksburg. (See Table 6.1.5. page 72)
As a whole Gauteng east showed an as expected ratio (')'1
rheuma tic fever/heart disease to congenital hec1.rt di.saase
patients seen. The analysis of its subdivisions wad
complicated by th~ fact that numbers were small in many of
the aneas . A significantly lower than expected .cat Lo, was
found in the combined analysis of Boksbunq, Brakpan and
Springs and Edenvale, Bedfordview and Germiston. When
Alberton and Daveyton were added for further analysis the
ratio remained significantly less than expected. Kwa-Thema
showed a higher than expected l.atio but the number's were
small. When combined with Duduza and then with 1'sal~ane and
Duduza the ratio remained higher than expected but the
numbers remained small. With the fUrther addition of 'rhokosa
or Vosloorus the ratio r'smained significantly high. However
when Thokosa was analysed alone and when Tsakane, Duduza and
Vosloorus were assessed in combination, without the addition
of Kwa-Thema, the ratio was as expected, Katlehong and
Thokosa showed as expected ratios when analysed
individually. Th.:'s suggests that the priority areas for
rheumatic fever intervention in the Gauteng east ar:e Kwa-
Thema and possibly Duduza and Tsakane. (See Table 3.1.3.
page 35 and 38)
3.1.3. Out of South Africa
Thirty nine of the patients seen (1.9%) were from outside of
South Africa. (See Table 3.1.1. page 31) Of these 5 were
rheumatic fever/ heart disease sufferers. This represented
an as expected ratio of rheumatic fever/ heart disease to
congenital heart disease patients seen. (See 'rable 3.1.3.
page 35) The main countries referring paediatric cardiac
patients to Gauteng teaching hospitals are Lesotho (8),
Mozambique (7) I Zimbabwe (6) and SWaziland (5). (See Table
6. 1.9. page 74)
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Although the Government's Reconstruction and Development
Progranune has begun to impJ.~oveli'iTing conditions in some
areas, l.i,i~tle progress has been made in the provision of
housing. (1)·11 Northern Province has the hj.ghest number of
informal rural houses. I!,!') The Eastern cape and Kwa-?'111uNdtal
also have high percentages of informal rural housing and
Impreas Ive housing sr:.-.>rtages. Mpumalanga, identified along
with the Northern province, as being at high-risk for both a
high prevalence of rheumatic fever! heart disease and more
severe disease, has the highest percentage of informal urban
housing. Gauteng has the highest parcentiaqe of fornkl.l urban
housing. (bb) (See Table 4.2 page 64)
Table 4.2 The housing situation in 1994 in the provinces
referring rheumatic fever I heart disoase patients to thre'l
Gauteng teaohing hospitals.
Province Population Formal Informal Informal Units
1994 Urban lis Urban % Rural lis Needed
N. Province 5 120 560 7,24 6,19 9S(56 54326
t<wa~Zulu Nai:al 8 548 972 32,32 17,62 50,06 300423
Mpumalanga 2 838 466 36,03 29,52 34,43 24286
JilasternCap''' 6 656 363 20,88 20,14 58,98 149398
Free State 2 804 599 54,03 22,34 23,63 77221
North-West 3 506 770 19113 17/86 63,01 85912
Gautel1g 6 846 969 72,67 25,19 2114 561873
u,r"
Several areas within Gauteng have been highlighted as hj gh-
risk areas. Gaute~lg has the second highest percentage of
informal urban houses as well as the highest number of
housz.nq units needed. (See 'l'able 4.2 above) The high-risk
areas within Gauteng contain informal settlements and shanty
towns. In 1987 the observation was made that there are more
shacks than conventional houses in Evaton. (~')J Kwa-Thema,
Tsakane, I<atlehongP1h> and Orange Farm are also known for
their shacks, squatters and congested living conditions.
ssbokenq, although a relatively modern tmvnship, has been
noted for its pronl.em of overpopulation. I'M The low-r7isk
areas within Gauteng are made up of predomtnant l.y urban
housing with fewer pe~pl= per house and larger properties.
They are made up mainly of the previ.oual.y White and more
afflUent areas of Johannesburg, the eastern suburbs and
sandton. Thus not only housing quality as a socio-economi-::
Lndd.cator but also crowding appeaz's to oe related to the
problem of r.heumatic fever. Overcrowding has previously been
recognised as an important factor in the incidence of
rheumatic fever. t:?"i,/,',.,:4)
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The study has also looked at the severi t:y of rheumatic
fever/ heart disease seen in patients from differing
geographic origins. The severity ::>f the patients seen is
highlighted by the fact that 32. 9~ required surgical
.i.ntnl'venlion or ba.i Loon valvuloplasty. The Gauteng severity
rate was 3'.l.8% while a figure of SiP" was obtained for
patients originating from outside Gauteng. Previously
reported severity rates in hospital. admissions in South
Africa were 6.5'1" t,J;:) '.l.3~tH and 21'l" ("II) suggesting that the
d':'sease may have become mote severe. It is accepted that
differing scca.o-po.l.L tical factors, changes in medical
practices and Qxpertise, timing of surgical intervention and
changes in technology over the years may well make these
comparisons difHcult. The mortality rate for the
Johannesburg and Coronation Hospitals combined was 1.94'1>and
is probably higher than this if the Baragwanath data were
added.
Areas with differing ratios of severe to non-severe
rheumatic fever/ heart disease cases seen have been shown.
Those with a significantly higher than expected ratio have
been identified as being at high risk for moxe severo
rheumatic fever/ heart disease. They include: - The Northern
province, Mpumalanga, Gauteng south especf.al.Ly Vanderbijl
Park, Vereeniging, Sebokeng and Evaton, and Kwa-Thema,
Tsakane and possibly Katlehong in Gauteng east. A
significantly lower than expected ratio was found in Gauteng
~entre and especially Johannesburg centre and Eldorado Park,
suggesting that less severe djsease is found in these areas.
The high and low-risk areas identified above will now be
examined in an attempt to find causahve factors that can be
remedied or minimized in the high-risk areas as a first step
Ln the fight against rheumatic fever.
South African cnildren experience potentially damaging
circumstances that originatr;; from the large scale social
changes t.:hat have occurred in the country. Families have
been disorganised secondary to the major impact of l1ligr.ant
labour, influx control, homeland policies and other
apartheid policies, poverty, lack of housing and societal
violence. (b.l)
The largest rural populations Ln South Africa are found Ln
the Northern Province, Kwa-Zulu Natal and the Eastern
Cape. (!.I,l) l'hese areas were highlighted as rheumatic fever
problem areas. Gauteng, identified as a low-risk area, has
the ldrgest urban and metropolitan population. (',1) (see Table
4.2 pClge 6'.l) Thus rheumatic fever and heart disease can be
Seen as a rural pzob l sm in South Africa. This is supported
by the :findings of Prinsloo(U) that 2/3 of the zheumat ic
fever patients seen at Kalafong Huspital were from the Lural
areas.
i
r •
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Despite these limitations this study does give some idea of
the magnitude of the problem in the referral communities. (18)
A better insight into areas at high risk for a high
prevalence of rheumatic fever! heart disease and a high risk
for severe rheumatic fever! heart disease has thus been
obtained. Also, as far as could be ascertained, this type of
examination has not been done before in South Africa and
important information :r.egarding referral patterns has been
gained. This has important financial implications in the
current economic climate where the budgets of the teaching
hospitals are being cut.
This study has clearly shown that a large proportion of the
workload of the tnree paediatric teaching hospitals of the
UniverFlity of the Witwatersrand is derived from patients
outside Gauteng I s borders. Of the congenital heart disease
cases seen, 17.2% were not from Gallteng and 32.7% of the
rheumatic heart disease patient seen were from out si.de
Gauteng and 51% of these required surgical intervention or
halloon valvuloplasty. The non-Gauteng congenital heart
disease patients seen were predominantly from the North-West
Province while the non-Gauteng rheumatic fever! heart
disease patients seen were mainly trom the Northern
Province, North-West Province and Mpmualanga.
The study has identified areas wHh differing ratios of
rheumatic fever! heart disease to congenital heart disease
patients seen. The following areas have been idel1tified as
being at high risk for a high prevalance rheumatic fever on
the basis of a significantly higher than expected ratio:-
Kwa-Zulu Natal, Northern Province, Mpumalanga, Eastern Cape,
the Evaton, Walkel~ville, Heidelburg and Orange Farm areas in
Gauteng South and Kwa-Thema, Tsakane and Duduza in Gauteng
East.
A signi ficantly lower than expected ratio was detected in
Gauteng central and in Johannesburg south, west and centre
and ~lOrth within Gauteng central. North-eastern Gauteng
north and the eastern suburbs nozbh of the M2 and Alberton
in Gauteng east also showed a Significantly lower than
expected ratio. This implies that these rE"ginns have
~elatively less of. a problem of rneumatic fever! heart
disease. An as expected ratio was found in Soweto and in its
subdivisions. This is in accordance with the findings of
McLaren at al (,l'll who found no relationship between home or
school area and the prevalence of rheumatic heart disease
within soweto.
I
i
I
I
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Has the fact that this study was undertaken in three
Government teaching hospitals affected the results? Are we
not more likely to see rheumatic fever/ heart disease
pat Lents in a Gover:n.menthospital in view of the socio-
economic nature of the disease? As congenital heart disease
is not affected greatly by socia-economic status, is not the
population of congenital heart disease patients seen going
to be spread across both the pri vate and Government
hospitals as some families will have medica: aids or be able
to afford the private medical costs? This would affect the
ratio of zheumatLc fever/ heart disease to congenital heart
disease patients seen towards a higher ratio particularly
amongthe patients seen from more affluent areas.
Only 60.7% of the congenital heart disease sufferers and
63.3% of the rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients had
doclunented addresses. The information not obtained from
those patients without known addresses may also have biase.d
the results. This study looked at patients seen at three
teac:hing hospitals of the University of the Witwatersrand
only. The figures for the Free State and the Eastern Cape
were small. A more complete picture of the problem within
Gauteng could be obtained by studying the geographic origins
and the severity of rheumatic fever/ heart disease
presenting at the teaching hospitals of the Ul'l.iversity of
Pretoria and Medunsa. Regarding the (')ther provinces, data
collected in all the provinces should be combi.ned b '::let the
true south African picture.
The Chi-Square analysis for Goodness of Fit was used and in
the cases of severe disease many of the cells contained
small numbers. The results from these cells .re less
reliable than those from cells containing more patients, (,<1)
as discu.ssed in section 2.5 Data Analysis pages 28 and 29.
With a bigger sample more accurate results could have been
obtained. This constraint applies to most statistical tests
used. Alternatively th~ Kolmogorov test may have been
preferred as it is exact even for small samples. (.'1])
The study is limited by the fact that it is not population
based. It attempts to highlight areas with a high prevalence
of rheumati.c fever! heart disease in the absence of reli1.:tble
population figures. In an attempt to eliminate the need for
a true popuLat.Lon base the comparison of the ratios of
rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients to congenital heart
disease sufferers seen is used. A significantly higher i:han
expected ratio is i.nterpreted as suggestive of a relatively
higher prevalence of rheumatic fever within that area.
Several fa~tors relating to differing diagnostic,
therapeutic and referral practices within different centres
complicate the issue, as has been discussed, and thus no
conclusions about the actual prevalence of the disease in
the strictest sense of the word can be drawn from the study.
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The study is retrospective and referrCil-centre based.
Hospital adnuss i.on rates of a given disease usually only
represent a fraction of its true prevalence in the
communi.ty!" and a whole host factors can bias hospital
at.at i.s tLcs . 16) Here every effort was made +-0 ensure that the
databases used were accurate and as complete as possible.
No information can be gained regarding the preva Ience of
asympt.omat.Lc disease in the areas referring to the otudy
hospitals. Also, J have no information about the nun~ers of
patients with rheumatic "'trt disease or congenital heart
disease seen at medical Lnat.Ltiut i.ons within their areas of
ori'':'n.
Of the rneumat i,c fever/ heart disease patients seen from
outside Gauteng', 51% were severe while 32.7"0 of those from
Gauteng were seve re . This suggests that more severe disease
may be seen in the areas beyond the borders of Gauteng.
However it is only the very sick that are likely to be
referred to the tertiary academic centres. The less ill are
Looked after at peripheral hospitals. (42)
Surgery for congenital heart disease is complex and requires
expertise. The more complicated cases are likely to be
referred to the Johannesburg Hospital for surgE3ry where
surgeons experienced in congenital heart dd.saase surgery
practice. Some pe.ripheral hospitals are able to perform
closed mitra1 surqery(4) and woul.d be able to manage some of
their severe rheumatic heart disease patients. However
mitral stenosis takes time to develop and only contributed a
small proportion of the paediatric rheumatic fever/ heart
disease popUlation studied. Thus the affect of this on
reducing the number of severe rheumatic heart disease
patients l:'eferred would be mJnimal. Some referral hospitals
such as Wentworth Hospital in KWa-Zulu Ndtal and H.F.
Verwoed Hosp i.t.eL in Pretoria have tertiary care :Eacili ties
for mitral valve surgery. Only the less complicated
congenital hea~t disease surgery is done in these centres.
Collectively, these factors would reduce the number of
severe rheumatic fever patients referred from these
hospitals and from their referral bases to the study
hospitals and may bias the ratio of rheumatic fever/ heart
disease to congenital heart disease patients seer. from the
peripheral areas towards a lower ratio. It would also affect
the ratio of severe to non-severe pat i ents seen from those
areas towards more severe disease.
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Given all the above limitations, the incidence rate of
congenital heart dis~ase does not appear to vary
significantly in differen:: ethnic groups or from country to
country, (l,b;:) and has not increased over the last 30 years.
Also, congenital heart disease is responsible for about two
thirds of all heart disease in children. (,JjJ
Most infants born with congenital heart disease do not die
in infancy. A third, or about 2.6/1000 live bi.rths have
critical disease. Three decades ago the majority of these
infants died within a year of life and two thirds died in
the first month. (2) Within the ddaadvent.aqed areas of South
Africa these patients may well die before being referred to
a tertiary hospital. Examples are patients with critical
aortic stenosis and severe cyanotic heart disease e.g.
transposi tion of the great arteries. (42) As rheumatic fever
affects older children, who generally do not die before
referral, the data from the rural areas may well be skewed
on thil) basis towards a higher than expected ratio of
rheumatic fever/ hearL disease to congenital heart disease
sufferers seen.
Interestingly, only 17.2 % of the congenital heart disease
patients seen were from outside Gauteng while 32.7% of the
rheumatic feverl heart disease patients were not from
Gauteng. Possibly less severe congenital heart disease is
being picked up more easily in Gauteng with the availability
of sophisticated diagnostic colour doppler echocardiography.
Examples include mild pulmonary stenosis and small
ventricular septal defects. In the rural areas these lesions
would probably not be detected, or if detected would not be
referred to a tertiary hospital as the children would be
asymptomatic. This may partially explain the higher ra.tio of
rheumatic feverl heart disease patients to congenital heart
disease seen from the areas outside of Gauteng.
Some diagnoses are more obvious e. g. hyper-cyanotic spells
or car.diac failure and so patients with these problems are
more likely to be detected in the ruxa l, areas. The medical
staff referring patients with congenital heart disease and
rheumatic heart disease from the different areas are the
same l·,'iwever. Thus the quality of the referral, appropriate
o:t=not so, woul.d have been controlled for to some extent.
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Congenital Heart Disease /1000 live births
Figure 4.1 Histogram of the incidence of congeni.tal hsart
disease per 1000 live births taken from the data in Table4.1 (1,52)
The method of detection and diagnosis (52) used and who makes
the assessment will also affect incidence f.igures, (cardiac
cathoterisation and echocardiography by an experienced
paediatric cardiologist being the gold standard). By virtue
of how and when they present, some lesions are more likely
to be detected than otihezs. This is particularly important
in South Africa as the first care giver may be a traditional
healer, a primary health care sister, a general practitioner
or a paediatrician or a child in a rural area may die before
receiving any medical attention at all.
Unfortunately the incidence of congenital heart disease in
underdeve.Ioped countries is not known.1b2) TherE::is little
data on the relative incidence of conqendt al, heart disease
in indigenous racial groups in Australia, Asia, North
America, Greenland and Africa RS intensive population
studies have not been done in these areas. A study done in
Guadeloupe is an exception and reported an incidence of
6.08/1000 live births. ISee Tahle 4.1 page 57) In 1981
Professor S. E. Levin I');':) published a study done over 10 years
where he calculated the incidence of congenital heart
disease at 7.5/1000 live births for Johannesburg.
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Table 4.1 Incidence of congenital heart disease in live
born infants continued.
Year-a of Place of study Total live Total crm/1O()O liV'Q
bi:d:h births coo births
1976-S0 C""choslaVakia 203 000 1 279 6,30
1976-05 ovipdo, Spain 53 578 279 5,21
1979-83 'ryr'Jl,Austria 41 725 34t 8,17
197~-~'J !lao-Rhin, Franco 105 37,1 90. '1,60
1980 G;1oc!\(wlovilkJ.tl <;1 82;, o(lq ti,41
1981 Swadon 94 719 853 9,(1)
1981-82 a<lltimoro, Waohinqtoll 368 889 1 494 4,05
1981-84 Alb(lrt~, CUlluda 103 411 573 S,5~
1981-8'1 CZ<lchonlovukia 61 42() ,jll() 7,82
1982-88 Vootfold Co, N';Jrway 15 307 138 9,02
1986-87 Hnlnullt, !lnlqillm ].'1 64'/ 1.\" ",48
198e~9() Guudol"up<1 ,," B55 139 G,OA~'.,,",
CHD""Congenital Heart Disease (1,52)
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Table 4.1 Inoidence of congenital heart disease in live
born infants.
Yea:rs of Plaoe of study Total l:l.'I/'e Total Clm/l000 l:l.v'e
bi:rth bi:rths can bi:rths
1941·50 Gothonburg, ~\t.>oden 58 105 36:1 6 "t',..... ')
1946-53 NoV! York Ci'Y r; b,~O ,J3 '1,';<)"
19?O~6q Olmstod, HI nneuo+ II :12 :19;, lllfi 5,'14
19b1-I}O C;"t.hrmbut''1, Swndon ,8 :1l4 4S0 7, 'I;;
19,)2-61 Uppaa l a , Owaden 48 500 Zryl 0,00
1956-65 United Stnte~ 54 766 420 ],99
19',0 Lo i.dun , NOI.1Vlt1 'lnrill 1 an 1~ at ;~h
19',7-'11 1.l1aclq:)Ool, Englund tj(j 982 338 5,95
1959-66 Nurthorn Califomia 29 044 163 8,56
1%0-69 Li vc rpoo l , P.nqlnnd 160 4fJD 084 'i,i'll
196:1-"I:j Onnmilrk 81>4 BRG b ;::,~q 6,14
l%:Hj~ BlJdaptlot, tJullqary b2 98? :1'I:l '1,10
1%3-6,') S~!f_Jl not: r Hunqnry h 044 b'j 11, W/
195,5-69 Poell, Bur11nyo, HUlIqary 9" 4R? /14 '1,63
1969-'1'/ Now I':n'llnnd, um~ 1 '/9 6'n 6£;4 :i,'l()
1971-84 Dal Las , 'raXill1 379 %1 2 b09 6,61
19'!f, HV!it c;(lrl and '18 ')64 494 6,3('
19/5-0,) Inoronco, Italy 46 flCj~ ~)7(1 1:~, :;~
CHD ~ Congenital Heart Disease
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4. DISCUSSION:
This study was undertaken in an attempt to document the
problem of rheumatic fever/ heart disease seen in three
paediatric teaching hospitals of the University of the
vl1itwatersrand. A proble of the geographic origins of the
patients with rheumatic fever/ heart disease and those with
congenital heart disease, as the control group, has been
presented. Ar! attempt to highlight areas with a high r:isk
for a high prevalence of rheumatic fever/ heart disease or
for more severe disease has been made.
The highlighted areas will be axami.ned in an attempt to
identJ.fy causative factors. First, however, we must consider
the validity of the study design and draw attention to
interfering variables that may be affecting the results.
Areas wJ.th a problem of rheumat i.c fever/ heart disease were
:LdentHied on the bas is of a signHicantly higher than
expected ratio of rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients to
congenital heart disease patients seen. This was based on
the premise that "the prevalence of congenital heart disease
has been remarkably constant throughout the world and over
the years. nil) How valid is this premise? Hoffman(!J2) and
Flyer (1) have looked at the incidence of congenital heart
disease in several world-wide studies. The details of some
of these studi es and their: reported Lncd.dences of congenital
heart disease are shown in Table 4.1 page 56 and 57. The
histogram derived from the data in this table is shown in
FigUl~e 4.1 page 58. Hoffman(f,,:) concluded that in the Western
World the true incidence of congenital heart disease is
about 10/1000 live births, with a range from 3-5/1000 in
earlier studies, to 4-12/1000 in later studies. Most of the
lower incidence figures noted on Table 4.1. pages 56 and 57
were obtained before specialised paediatric cardiologists
were ::rained and before the advent of echocardiography with
colour doppler flow measurements made it possible to
diagnose minor or asymptomatic lesions.
For accurate assessment of these incidences there has to bp.
an efficietlt medical system in place alloWing equipped
paedd.at rLc cardiologists access to the whole population. i'/~I
Obviously there are countries or regions, e. g. the rural
areb.S in South Africa, Where this cannot be achieved.
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- Less Severe RHD than
expected.
- Seve~ity of RHD as
expectecl.
- More Severe RHD than
expectecl.
RI1iJ= Rheumatic fever! heart disease
~igure 3.2. Map of South Africa showing the areas of or~g~n
of the ~heumatic feverl heart disease patients seen related
to the observed severity of disease seen from those areas.
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Four, (30.8%), of the 13 rheumatic fever/disease patients
from Gauteng north were severe. This accounted for 5.5% of
the severe patients that presented from G.auteng. Two of the
severe patients from Gauteng north were from the Honeydew
area and Hammanskraal and Tcwbisa each contributed one
severe patient. No severe cases were seen from Randburg,
Sandton and Midrand. (See Tables 3.2. 1. page 46, 6.1.3 page
71 and 6.2. page 74)
The ratio of severe to non-severe rheumatic fever/ heart
disease patients that presented from Gauteng north was as
expected. Honeydew, Hammanskraal and Tembisa assessed
together also gave an as expected ratio. The nunbers are too
small in all the calculations for Gauteng no rt.h to give
reliable results. (See Table 3.2.2. page 48) \rJhen Gauteng
was analysed with Soweto, (they have similar ratios), the
ratio was also as expected.
3.2.3. Out of South Africa
Four of the 5, (80%), rheumatic fever/ heart disease
patients seen from out of South Africa were severe. Two of
these were from Mozambique, one from Burundi "1.ndone from
Zimbabwe. The ratio of severe to non-severe J:)ati,ents was
higher than expected but the numbers were small. (See Table
6.2. pag~ 75 and Table 3.2.2. page 48)
3 .2 .4. Sl.unmary
The ratio of severe to non-severe rheumatic fever/ heart
disease was significantly hig-ller than expected in the
patients from the Northern Province and Mpumalanga implying
a problem with severe disease in these areas. (See Figure
3.2 page 54)
Within Gauteng, a higher than expected ratio was found in
Gauteng south suggesting a problem of severe rheumatic
fever/ heart disease in this area particularly in Vanderbijl
Park, Vereeniging, Sebokeng an~ Evaton. Soweto, Gauteng
west, north and east all showed an as expected degree of
severe disease. Despite this KWa-Thema, Tsakane and possibly
Katlehong were identified as areas possibly producing more
severe rheumatic fever. Gauteng centre showed a lower than
expected ratio suggesting that less severe disease is seen
from there, especially from centra l, Johannesburg and
Eldorado Bark. (See Figure 3.2 page 54)
Thus we can accept the second altern8te hypothesis that
there is a difference in the ratio of severe to non-severe
rheumatic" \ver! heart disease patients seen from different
geographic ;·:..'eas.
I I
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B. Rap song, al example of a simple and inexpensive
healtu education method.
RHEUMATIC FEVER SUFFERERS
Rheumatic. fever sufferers of the world unite
Against this disease we gonna fight
Yeah, we gonna get it right
A jab in the bu~ ain't such a bite
Come on guys lets get it right
It licks the knees dnd bites the heart
But we'll stop it now, right from the start
We'll stop it now, with this little dart
Three weekly you know, because we' t'esmart
Hey man, we don't need no hanuner
We j,.st need this little jabber
Thre~ weekly till we're about twenty
That'll keep us going for years a plenty
Rheumatic fever sufferers of the world unite
Against this disease we gonna fight
Yeah, we gonna get it right
A jab in the bum ain't such a bite
Come on guys lets get jt right
Sally-.Ar:lClur 1994
"
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Table 6.2. Severe Rheumatic fever/ heart disease
patients seen from January 1993 to December 1995
with areas of origin continued.
ORIGIN
G1013
Gll01
Gll02
Gll03
Gll05
S110?
1"1,201
G1205
Gl1300
G1302
G1303
G1305
G130?
G13l0
SlGOl
NP140l
Nl?1402
:Nl?1404
~m1405
NP140G
1~1?1407
Nl?14l0
NW1402
NW1403
NW1404
NW1407
NW1400
li'RElil S'l'JI.!!.'lil
W?UMAlJ\~GlI.
TRANSI{J)JI
KW'J\.~ZULUNATAL
MOZAMBIQWil
Z IMJll\J\Wlil
BURUNDI
UNI<NOWN
TOTAL
"
CORONATION
HOSI?I'fAL
Q
o
2
o
o
o
1
a
o
o
o
o
o
o
Q
1
o
o
o
Q
o
Q
o
o
o
o
Q
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
e
JOliANNES13URG
HOSI?IT.l\IJ
o
1
1
o
1
1
1
o
o
Q
o
o
1
5
2
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
1
1
1
3
5
1
1
1
3
45
BARAGWANA'l'H
HOSPITAL
1
o
1
o
2
1
o
o
G
1
2
1
2
1
o
Q
Q
1
:I.
:I.
1
1
1.
o
o
:I.
'/
4.,
I,
1
o
o
34
109
1
1
4
2
2
1
1
'/
!
2
1
1
1
6
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
11
1
1
10
6
'I
2
:I.
1
3'/
l62
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Table 6.1. 9. Rheumatic fever! heart disease patients and
Controls seen frorn January 1993 to December 1.995 t.hat
originated from outside South Africa.
origin RIm :rum RHO RHO clm CliO CUD CHI>
Coro JHB Baril 'l'otal C01:o JHB Ba:ta '.'eotal
)\:I).qol:a 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
Burundi 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Botlmana 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Israel 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Lesotho 1 0 0 1 2 II 5 7
Malawi 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3
Mozaltlbique 0 1 1 2 2 0 3 5
Swaziland 0 0 Q 0 0 3 2 5
Tanzania C) 0 0 Q 0 1 Q 1
Zaire (I 0 0 0 1 0 1 2
Zaltlbia C 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Zimbabwe 0 1 0 1 0 3 2 5
Total 1 3 1 5 '7 14 13 34
RliD"'RhoUlll'lt:ic:fevorl hOL\!:\:disoall(l, CHD"'ConqQnit:al Heart disease,
Coro~Coronution Hospital Bntu~Bara~~nnath Hospital and JHSoJohannoaburg
Hospi.tul.
ORIG:rn COnONlI.'.L'toNJO!l.l\NNESnUl\G BAlUI.GWANA.TII TOTAL
HoSPITAL IlOSl?ITAL nOSJ?lTAL
G0600 1 0 1 2
GOOOO 3 :1 1 6
G0902 0 0 1 1
G0903 0 II G G
(\10904 0 2 1 :3
G0907 0 0 1 1
G090S 0 1 2 3
G0909 0 :1 3 4
G0910 0 0 5 s
Gl005 0 :1 1 2
G1006 0 2 5 7
Gl009 0 0 1 1
G1Ol~ 0 1 2 3
TabJ.e 6.2. Severe Rheumatic fever! heart disease patients
sean :f:'romJanua:r:y 1993 t.o December 1995 with areas ot
o:tigin.
"
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Table 6.1.7 Rheumatio fever/ heart disease patients and
Controls seen from January 1993 to December 1995 that
originated from the North-West Province.
l\.l:ea rum RIIO lUID RliP CHD CUD cno elm
Code CO:l:O .:rltB Bru:a 'l'otal Coro JllB Ba.:r:a 'l'otal
NWl.400 1 0 3 4 0 1 33 34
NW1401 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 12
NW1402 2 0 1 s 1 4 1 6
NWl403 0 0 3 3 1 5 12 :La
NW1404 0 0 7 7 1 16 17 34
NW1405 0 0 C 0 0 0 2 2
Nm.~OEi 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
NW1407 0 2 0 2 0 4 1 5
NW140a 0 1 0 1 1 2 6 9
NW1409 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 :L
Total 3 3 14 20 6 37 79 122
Tabla 6.1.8 Rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients and
Controls seen from Janua.ry 1993 to l)ecember 1995 tha.t
originated from the l-lorthernProvinc!e.
l\.l:(la. rum :rum rum Rlio cnp onp cnp cno
Oode Cora .:rna BiU:a Total Co:t'O JHB BaJ;'a l'otal.
Nl!1400 0 1 0 J. 0 1 0 :I.
NP1401 2 7 2 11 0 '3 2 5
mt1402 1 2 0 3 0 1 1 .2
NP1404 0 0 4 4 0 1 1 2
NP1405 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
NP140Ei 0 1 1 2 0 1 e 9
NP1407 0 1 2 0 1 4 5
NP140a 0 0 1 1. 0 .2 0 .2
'm?1409 0 0 a a Q 1 0 1
NP;t.4.10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1,
UP1411 0 1 0 1 Q 0 0 0
UP.1.412 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 4
'l'ota]. '3 13 14 30 0 12 20 .3?
RHPcRhoumo.l!:l,c fovorl hOl\rt; disoaso, CHDoCongonitul HOQrt; disou::Hl,
Corot:1Col:ol1l.\tiol1HQspi tn 1, flllrllOlBaragwattuth Hospital und Jlm'~Johannol.lbur9'Hospitnl.
"
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Table 6.1.5. Rheumatic feverl heart disea~e patients and
Cont~ols seen f~om January 1993 to Dedember 1995 that
originated from Gauteng East.
Al:ea
Code
G100l
131002
G1003
Gl004
Gl005
Gl006
G1007
G100S
(;11009
G1010
(;1103.1
(;11012
Gl013
G0904
G090!)
'rotal
rult! rum rum
JlIB :Bara Total
o 0 0o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
1
1
.2
1
o
1
o
o
1
o
3
o
10
o
o
o
o
1
6
14
2
o
3
o
o
3
2
5
.2
36
cnn cao can CRO
Coro JlI.B :Bara T<)tal
2 11 0 13
2
1
o
1
17
13
5
12
1
Q
1
o
o
2
.2
.2
.2
27
4
1
1
7
19
14
o 1 27 26
o .2 71 73
o 2 10 12
7 16 5 28
o 15 2 '7
o 14 1 15
1 11 1 13
o 4 0 4
1 9 14 24
o a 6 14
o 2 2 4
14 126 145 285
Table 6.1.6. Rheumatic feverl heart disease patient.s and
Controls seen frotnJanuary 1993 to December 1995 that
originated from Gauteng Wast.
A't:aa
Code
Gl100
Q3.101
G1102
Gll03
Gl104
Gll05
Gll0G
131107
Tota.'L
rulD
Coro
RHO
JIlB
o
2
3
3
o
o
o
o
a
rum :ruIP
:Bara 'l'otal
o
.2
1
.2
o
o
o
o
5
o
o
1
1
1
.2
o
o
<1
5
6
1
.2
o
1
19
CHD
Coto
CHP can can
JIIB Barn 1'otal
1
6
4
6
7
a
12
3
o
1
41
o
a
16
10
.2
1
1
.2
40
o 4
7 21
3 26
1 19
11 25
5 9
1 .2
11 14
39 120
lUlD"Hbmllnati'~ fnvnt'/ hna rt diL1n(lOll, ',~lmA~"nqnrll.t')l Jinart .uOUrI''''l, G.·.'r'F·'!.:')~';,rl(ltl,,'1I
It''lIpl t it 1, llar,! l':H'''']vliill"th fl. '[Irq rnl ,m:1 JIII\ ,'J,'hUlllllWl"lI', 11"(')pl r.a l •
) I
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Table 6.1.3. Rheumatic feverl heart disease patients and
Controls seen froInJanuary 1993 to December 1995 that
originated f,l:'omGauteng North.
Arca rum rum rum RHO cw cnn can CIlD
Codo Coro JHB )lata Total Coro .:rna Bara Tot'll
G1201 :, o 1:? :l 1'1
G1202 " q 3 q 11 IJ ~: t
G1203 n " 11 " 1><
G1204 t) (l " II
G1205 [)
"
b b 11
131206 0 I) <1 I) " 1'1 20
G1207 (\ () \) n 1\ n () o
G120B (l cl n I) n "
G1209 o I) () rl o ..
G1600 0 o o n 0 'I q
GlliOl [) " (J (1 -l
Gl~02 (l [J (l II ('\ ~j r.1
G1G03 o II [) 0 0 0 "
G1604 tl <I II U U (I
a160a () lJ IJ o (I :1 fI ;1
Total h 1:, ~.;~) 'Pi 1'/ 11'1
Table 6.1.4 Rheumatic feverl heart
Controls seen from January 1993 to
originated from Gauteng South,
.l\..t:ea :RHO RHO RIID RHO
Code Coro JRB Bar.a 1'otaJ.
G0901 a a 0 0
(;10902
G0903
G090S
G0907
G090S
GOgO!)
G0910
GO911
G0912
G0915
!l'otaJ.
a
a
a
o
1
o
o
o
o
a
1
a
o
o
a
1
1
a
o
a
o
2
4
10
o
3
2
4
9
a
2
o
34
4
10
o
3
4
5
9
o
2
o
37
CUO
JUB
1
1
o
4
o
cuo
!l'otaJ.
3
ClIO
a
a
1
1
1
o
1
12
1
o
17
disease patients and
Oecembe:-:1995 that
rmD
Bara
2
12
9 10
19 19
3 (1
4 5
17 30
8 14
40 42
Coro
o
6
1
1
a
a
26
2 15
3 4
3 3
110 153
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A. Tables of raw data ~eferred to in the text.
Table 6.1.1 Rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients and
Controls sean from ,January 1993 to December 1995 that
originated from Gauteng Central.
Area
Code
G0100
G0200
G0300
GOSOO
GOGOO
G071}O
GOSOO
G0900
Total.
RHO :rom san MD
Coro JilB llara TotaJ.
7
o
1
12
2
3
o
28
o
o
o
o
1
5
6
1
15
o
2
I}
o
o
1
1
o
4
7
2
1
12
4
8
12
1
47
can CUD CHD ClID
Coro JaB Sara Total
69 2S
7 1
a 2
42 3
23 6
33 106
4 47
2 28
199 218
o 94
o 8
o 10
1 46
Table 6.1.2 :Rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients and
Controls seen from January 1993 to December 1995 that
origl.nated from Soweto.
Ar(l~ RllD rum RI!O RHO coo ClIO ClIO ClIO
Coclr.l Coro .nIB 13nra '.1!otnl Cora .nm B~r:. '1'ot~l
G1300 0 !lh :~lj I) 11 qr, lOt;
G1301 tl II ? tl 11> lH
01302 0 (I " 0 I) 1~~ 12
Gl:;)O:;) 0 I) 'j ~_i (J " ;!{j ,11
G1304 0 n (l o 1" 1','
o130S o u ., " () (l 1H 1'l
G1306 () (1 (1 () ~-) G
G130? n I) t) l) :H :Hi
G130B ,) t'l n () ,:;1 .1'/
01309 f) (1 11 (' n n 1>1 IH
GlalO I) n \, ..
(>\1100 f, Ib 1 !"Ir!~ ___J
'1'ot",l ,. )1:1 ljt_j lH 1>) :Ht1 <~;--:(l
RHO"'Rhaumat:ic.:feverl heart disoase, CHDt:'Congonital Hoart cl1soallG,Coro"'Coronation Hospital, JHS"',johannosburg Hospital and Bara"'Bar,agwanl.1thHospital,
5 34
27 166
9 60
4 34
46 452
10
69
5.cONCLUSIONS:
"Rheumatic heart disease remains a formidable health
challenge" in South Africa. (24) The disease is severe and
often req1Jires surgical intervention at a young age. This
study has documented the referral patterns to the paediatric
teaching hospitals of the Universi ty of the Witwatersrand
and has shown the workload these hospitals carry.
It has also highlighted areas with differing ratios of
rheumatic fever/ heart disease to congenital heart disease
patients seen and differing ratios of severe to •.on-severe
rheumatic fever/ heart disease sufferers seen. From these,
areas at high risk for a high prevalence of rheumatic fever
and for severe disease were identified. Poverty, rural
existence, inadequate housing, socia.1.disruption and poor
availability of health care appear to be related to
rheumatic fever prevalence and severity. Further studies are
needed to confirm the problem within the identified priority
areas and to evaluate the relative roles of these associated
factors within these areas.
Effective preventative programmes need to be initiated
urgently to combat the disease. These progranunes will be
cheaper in the long run than the surgical ~nd medical
treatment of those patients who have established rneumat.ic
heart disease. However, South Africa has an immediate and
considerable number of severe rheumatic heart disease
sufferers in need of academic/tertiary care. Effective
preventative programmes take time to initiate and implement.
Once functional, referrals to second and third tier
hospitals may well increase secondary to earlier and better
detection of disease. Also more congenital heart disease is
likely to be detected and so the need for tertiary care will
be ongoing. Thus, funds must be available to sustain
primary, secondary and tertiary care for these patients in
the foreseeable future.
Regarding rheumatic fever and heart disease alone, the
Gauteng health budget should not be cut. The allooation of
funds for tertiary oare shoukd be based on the number of
pat:i...:ntsseen in an area and the services offered, rather
than simply on the basis of a pel' capita expenditure per
province. The latter cculd be the basis for primary health
care funding. Alternatiw~ly the Government must decide to
accept the less desirable, much higher morbidity and
mortality from rheumatic heart disease and prevent referrals
from outside Gauteng to the Gauteng tertiary hospitals.
Sally-Ann Barker Clur
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The r.oot causes of rheumatic fever need ':0 be addressed to
combat the disease. (:.1) Reduction of poverty, job creation and
social upliftrnent takes t irne to happen. (12,141Few developing
countries can expect much immediate change in soclo-economic
conditions. ,4,12) Thus, the emphasis must be on dil;'ect medical
appeoaohes to rheuma1.:icfever. (9,14) A comprehensive primary
health care system is urgently needed in south Africa to
deal with primary and secondary prophylaxis of rheumatic
':~ver to reduce the incidence of the disease in commund,ties
aff. cted and to reduce an individual's susceptibility to
fur :her attacks. Unfortunately rheumatic fever has to
comoat.e for limited resources with other more immediate and
urgent health care needs such as HIV, malnutrition,
gastroenteri tis and Tuberculosis. (18)
A national plan for action is neededi9,14) co-ordinated by a
multidisciplinary advisory committee with specific targets,
acti vi ties and ongoing self-evaluation. Objecti ves should
be time based, focusing on identified priority areas first
and working through existing primary health care
facilities. (9,ln Acti vi ties can be extended in realistic
stages until national cover is achieved. (9) Improved
communication between the different level caregivers is
essential. 19,11,14)
The lack of patient compliance continues to plague most
secondary prophylaxis programmes. (9,14,38)This problem has
been clearly shown in the works of Van Dyk and 'rranfic, (ltl)
Edginton and Gear, (20) and Ransome and Rhoode(l2) In the last
two studies mentioned, only 17% and 48% of patients
respectively, complied with prophylaxis, when an ideal of
70-75% (9,20) is needed. Methods to overcome compliance problems
have to be initiated. This can be achieved through the
establishment of: a central patient register",,1,:,1:l,14,2(;,20)and
the use of patient identity/record cards. (l;,H,2~) Defaulting
patients can then be identified and efforts made to motivate
compliance. This was suggested in 1983 (14,~") but secondary to
a lack of state co-operation, (14) remains lang overdue.
The Government has to ba l.ance primary health care, second
tier services and tertiary care into a coherent system.
Emphasising one of these levels to the detriment of the
others will be counter-productive. In the past the over-
emphasis on tertiary care resulted in a neglect of primary
care. h1 over-emphasis on primary health care will also be
deleterious. In fact, good primary health care will lead to
a higher number of referrals to second and third tier
hospitals because of earlier and better detection of
disease. A reduction in the incidence of rheumatic fever may
be balanced by an increased referral of patients with
congenital heart disease, (·1,) a condition grossly under-
diagnosed in South Africa at present.
,I
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with secondary prophylaxis poor in their series from
Coronation Hospital. They suggested that full and co·
ordinated use of peripheral primary health care clinics be
made to improve this. Eldorado P~rk has a fu~ctional primary
health care clinic system alld possibly the low severity rate
of the disease seen from this area attests to their success
with secondary prophylaxis.
In the past the public hc.",.:.th serv:i.ces have been bi.ased
towards curative hospital-based care with 81% of Government
expenditure going to hospitals, 44% of this to tertiary and
academic hospitals. (!,1) Health care expend.iture per person was
not distributed equitably between the provinces with richer
regions getting on average 3. 6 times more than the poorer
districts. (54)
Primary health care has to be extended and the ANC's health
plan (GO) makes this a priority, so that basic health services
are available to all who need them. '1'0 do this some of the
funds allocated to hospitals, especially tertiary and
teaching hospitals are being re-allocated to primary health
care. Dr zuma, the Minister of Health, has drawn up the
National Heal th Budget according to a formula with
population size as the main criterion: the provinces with
the highest per capita incomes will recei ve proportionally
less than the provinces with lower per capd ta incomes to
establish a more equitable allocation over a five year
pe.riod. (!11)
'rhis 'l'rill not help the problem of rheumatio fever and hea:r.t
disease in the short or long-te:rm. Of the rheumatic fever!
heart disease patients seen in Gauteng, 32. 7?6 were from
outside the province and 51% of these were classified as
severe. Of those seen at Baragwanath Hospital, 70.2% of
rheumatic fever! heart disease sufferers were not from
Soweto. !he::se findings are snpported by those of Edginton
and Gear{"O)Hho found in their Baragwanth series that 21% of
the rheumatic fever! heart disease patients admitted
required invasive intervention and 73%were not from Soweto.
The large number of patients seen at Baragwanath Hospital
that were not from Soweto was partially influenced by a
directive issued on the 5!3!95 detailing the r0ferral routes
to Gauteng's tertiary hospitals. Also, all the outpatients
seen in Gauteng make up more than 50% of all outpatients
seen in South Africa. l~lfJl This demonstrates the extent to
which t.he Gauteng teaching hospitals support their
neighbouring provinces and attests to the virulent nature of
rheumatic heart disease in South Africa's young patients.
Thus the academic units managing rheumatic fever and its
sequelae need adequate, ongoing funding.
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Table 4.3. The econorric situation and availability of
medical treatment points in the provinces referring
rheumatic fever/ heart disease patients to three Gauteng
tea~h~ng hospitals.
Province GGP/head Kids in t1nemploymeni: Fixed rue Rx Pnts
1993 pOYe:ri:y 1995 points /1000
1993 1992 '.992
N.Province R 1761 74,l% 47,0% 849 0,2
I<wa-Zulu Nabl R 4243 55,9% 32,2% 782 0,1
Mp1.Ullalanga R 6835 52,1% 36,4% 391 0,1
Eal!ltern Cape R 2740 70,2% 45,3% 586 0,1
Free State R 5365 5.',1% 24,4£, 453 0,2
tlIori:h-West R 3776 49,2% 36,69. 457 0,1
Gaui:eng R13233 24,7% 28,7¥s 1167 0,2
P.& '" Treatment, I?nts"'poinl:s {SI}, fJ;), 5'1,50)
Only 23%of South Afdca Is population had access to medical
care on a regular basis even though R30 billion (8.5% of the
gross domestic product) was spent on health .in 1992/3. (fA)
About 22%of the country's poor seek no medical .reatment at
all, citing the high costs of treatment and transport as the
reason. (fJ'l)
Gauteng, as a whole, wa~ shown to be at low risk for
rheumatic feve!:/ heart disease. Gauteng central was
highlighted as at low rL.k for severe disease. Although
Gauteng is only the second :most populous province it had the
most Cli11ics, hospitals and hospital beds per person in
1992. (See Table 4.3. above) One must remember, however,
that Gauteng not 011ly cares for its co:m:munityhut also
supports the tertiary medical care needs of its nei. buuring
provinces and countries as this study has clearly shown.
Within Gauteng central, Johannesburg was shown to be a low-
risk area for rheumatic.: fever and severe disease. It is
richly provided for with several hospitals, both private and
Govermnent owned, and a fUnctioning clinic system. Eldorado
Park came up as a low-risk area for severe disease. A~' 12
of the rheumatic feve~ patients from this ~~ea were seen at
Coronation Hospital and made up 42.9% of the Coronation
Hospital rheumatic fever/ heart dd.sease patients seen. (See
Table 6.1.1. page 70) Ransome and Roode(.;~l found compliance
r
.,1
t',
!
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:North-West Province was not highlighted as a problem area,
yet it has the second highest percentage of informal rural
housing. (~5) Thus other factors must be balancing out the.
effect of a rural existence in this Province. Possibly the
rheumatic fever! heart disease patients are being referred
to other hospitals, such as Ga-Rankuwa, H. F. Verwoed or
hospitals in Kimberly. As discussed previously, the more
complicated congenital heart disease patients may be being
Gent preferentially to Gauteng as their surgery may be
better managed there. (Of note, 5 patients with congenital
heart disease and 2 with rheumatic heart disease wel:e
referred from Ga-Rankuwa to the study hospitals.) (See Table
6 . 1.7 page 73)
Interestingly also, the North-West Province, after the
western Cape and Gauteng, had the third lowest percentage of
children in poverty in 1993. (oq,f"l) (See Table 4.3 page 66)
Perhaps this has influenced the prevalence of rheumatic
fever within this Province.
The Human sciences Rese Juncil f0und that in 1995 more
than 9 million children were Ii v:i.ng in poverty in South
Africa. (54) Of these, 24% each were from the Eastern cape and
Kwa-Zulu Natal and 21?6were from the Northern Province. The
unemp.lovment; rate was 32.6%(58) in 1994. The highest figure,
47%, was found in the Northern Province and 45.3~J was found
in the Eastern Cape. (54,58) The Provinces with the lowest gross
geographic product (GGP) per capita had the highest
unemployment rates and percentages of poor children. '~4,~b,'j1/58)
Most of these Provinces were highlighted as rheumatic fever
problem areas. Gauteng, identified as a low-risk area, had
the highest GGP, one of the lowest unemployment figures and
the lowest percentage of children in poverty suggesting that
these factors are related. (See 'fable 4.3 page 66)
Violence remains an ongoing problem in South Africa. This is
particularly serious in Kwa-Zulu Natal. A high incidence was
also reQorted from the eastern townships of Gallteng. (54) with
vd.ol.enca comes social disruption and this may be related to
these areas being '1ighlighted as being at high risk for a
high prevalence of rheumatic heart disease. It is pleasing
to note that the Katot'us Project was launched in October
1994(54) to redevelop Katlehong, Thokosa and Vosloorus. A few
of the aims of this project are to repair housing damaged
during pre-election violence, repair street lights, upgrade
sports centres, clear accumulated garbage and to establish
SOS communfcat.i.on centres.
1
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pat Lencs with congenital heart disease will thus act as a
control group. As the medical staff referring patients with
congenital heart disease and rheumatic heart disease are the
same, some control of multi~le variables affecting referrals
is bu. 1t in to the study.
Areas of high rheumatic heart disease prevalence and
severity can then be identified. These areas can be further
investigated for possible reasons, e.g break down of
existing Primary Health Care, inadequate Primary Health
Care, socio-economic factors or some combination of these.
Once problems have been identified action can be initiated
to control them.
HYPOTHESIS:
Ho(1): There is no difference in the geographic referral
patterns of congenital heart d:lsease and rheumatic fever!
heart disease.
HA(1): There is a difference in the g80graphic referral
patterns of congenital heart disease and rheumatic fever!
heart disldase.
Ho(2): There is no difference in the severity of rheumatic
heart disease coming from different geographic al:'t:::as.
HA(2): There is a difference in the severity of rheumat i,c
heart disease coming from different geographic areas.
ETHICAL CLEARANCE: This will be obtained from the Univezt '.!
of the Witwatersrand Ethics Committee.
METHOD: A retrospective analysis of patients seen or
admitted Hith rheumatic fever! heart disease and congenital
heart disease in 1993, 1994 and 1995 will be undertaken
using the computer databases in the J.G. Strijdom!
Coronation, Baragwanath and Johannesburg Hospitals.
INCLUSION CRITERIA: All patients with rheumatic fever! heart
disease and congenital heart disease seen at the paediatric
cardiac clinics or admitted to the wards of the 4 mentioned
hospitals from the beginning of January 1993 until the end
of December 1995, who have a documented address or area of
origin, will be included. The need to perform surgery or
balloon valvuloplasty will be used as a marker of disease
severity.
DATA ANALysrs: Comparative analysis between the control and
study group will be done using the Chi-Square Test for.:
Goodness of Fit.
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RESEARCHPROBLEM:The prevalence of rheumatic fever/ heart
disease appears anecdotally to have increased recently.
Patients presenting at the teaching hospitals of the
University of the Witwatersrand, appear to have more severe
disease, often requiring surgical intervention. Rheumatic
fever has long been recognised as a social disease related
to factors such as overcrowding, poverty and poor
availability of health care. The social disruptions
secondary to political and nonpolitical unrest in 1993, 1994
and 1995 may also be related to this apparent increase in
prevalence and severity of this disease. Streptococcal sore
throats may not have been treated and penicillin prophylaxis
was omitted as clinics were closed and patients afraid to
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documented recently in the United states of America. (A
shift in the streptococcal a.ntigen load was sited as the
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were asympromat i r 1,1)
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will be used to define our normal geographic referral area
and negates the need for accurate population data. The
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